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ABSTRACT

In recent history we have witnessed the "Development" of technology and subsequent 

degradation of our communities. While technology claims to connect and bring people 

together through ideas like the World Wide Web, this type of connection and 

technology in turn discourages local community values. The loss social interaction and 

recreation within our own homes, towns and cityscapes deteriorates our communities.

Most great cities have developed along water front, which either thread through them 

as river and canals or front on them as bays and oceans; they are the greatest 

resource for enjoyment and open space available to city dwellers. The Great water 

front communities and landscapes are of the most obvious examples of the effects 

technology has had on the integrity of our communities. These towns were once 

centered both socially and economically on their land, their identity and culture was 

defined by it. As technology shifted to the highways the communities began to lose 

their connection to the environment and each other. As designers, more specifically 

Urban Designers, we have the ability and knowledge to discourage the effects our 

shifting technology has and provide for or improve the quality of life for a community. 

This study attempts to identify and utilize a community's needs, both social and 

economic, and their local history to reconnect and revitalize the physical environment, 

as well as, the social culture and identity.

Urban waterfront redevelopment is a program of land redevelopment in areas of 

moderate to high density urban land use. Renewal has had both successes and 

failures. Replenished housing stock might be an improvement in quality; it may 

increase density and reduce sprawl; it might have economic benefits and improve the 

global economic competitiveness of a city's centre. It may, in some instances, improve 

cultural and social amenity, and it may also improve opportunities for safety and 

surveillance. Developments such as London Docklands increased tax revenues for 

government. The process has had a major impact on many urban landscapes, and has 

played an important role in the history and demographics of cities around the world.

The City will encourage the location of modem facilities in the waterfront area when 

appropriate and where sufficient land is available: In planning for the redevelopment of 

this Core Area, the Master Plan has recognized the relationship between the 

Waterfront and the City Centre. The expansion of the City Centre to the edge of the 

water can provide a bold new dimension to the vitality of its commercial core and the 

livability of its strengthened neighborhoods. The Master Plan will act as a management
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tool for the implementation of goals and for the physical development of the 

surroundings of the Lake.

Develop the guidelines and recommendations for the Beira Lake Master Plan is very 

important. The focus of this work has been to balance the demand for the many uses 

competing for waterfront land. These uses include boating facilities, utilities, recreation, 
housing, offices, retailing and transportation. It is believed that this balance can be 

achieved, but as decisions regarding waterfront land use have long term implications, 
these decisions must be carefully weighed and fully considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, under the dominance of global economy and changing dynamics of urban life, 

distinctive characteristics of waterfronts and cities ignored in many revitalization 

projects. “New towns in towns are rising on the sites of decaying piers. Upscale 

shopping is replacing abandoned warehouses. Parks are greening the old concrete 

shorelines and ferries are using waterways that were once the realm of cruise ships.” 

(Bender 1993, 33) This scene exists almost in every contemporary urban waterfront 

that is situated in different world cities. There are many similarities between waterfront 

projects developed in Europe and Asia. In this context, waterfront revitalization can be 

criticized as being standardized. Since there is a competition between cities to attract 

more people and capital, cities began to copy models that have successfully 

implemented in other world cities in order to warranty their success. Therefore several 

models of a waterfront revitalization program were determined from the projects that 

were successfully completed and many cities become the most attractive element of 

waterfronts schemes to revitalize the abandoned waterfronts and attract more money.

Water body in an urban context act as utilitarian, recreational, reflective, landscape & 

transport feature in the urban built environmental form. The history the urban water 

bodies consist of canals, lakes, rivers, reservoirs & sea. How ever in our urban context 

the use of inland water bodies for utilitarian purposes is very limited. The water bodies 

function as provision for drainage purpose. This is very significant in the urban areas 

where the built up area is intensively developed in comparison to rural areas. 

Therefore storm water drainage is a must in these areas. The next is the transport and 

transports a part of recreational and communication system. The internal water bodies 

of an urban area, there for need planning and management in order to maintain its 

function system. However from the inception of the human race water have the close 

link with their substance. Water is an essential commodity for any living creature.

The aspect is focused on its potential as annulment which covers substantial space of 

an urban area. This has to be seen, not merely to above things of water bodies. But 

also should consider the aesthetics & its relevance to the design perspective of urban 

areas. Therefore, water bodies are just not an object, but it has a multiple effect on in 

terms of physical social, economic & environmental aspects are concern the latter has 

become increasingly important. Due to the open spaces demanded in order to ease 

the mental stress of the people who are living in city. Environmental psychology is
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there fore stressing the proper conservation potential spatial entities in highly 

congested & complex built up areas in such urban areas.

The presence of waters was the powerful motivation & the peaceful inspiration for the 

emergence & the continuity of human settlement on the world. Especially true in the 

situation of cities exist in the history many of the great cities were emerged as a result 

of the intimate relationship of man with the waters and the powerful fascination of 

waters towards man. In that sense waters are the souls of city.

Especially water edge is the one of main element of the city. Sometimes it’s 

demarcating the city bounders. Water edge has a grate value in the city because its 

interlink spaces with treating gathering point to people who are in city, the buildings 

and roads paths and human activates are vary in water edge. The Venice, France, 

New York examples to active and creative space of social & special expressive 

spaces. Those spaces enhance character and Image of the city.

Water conceives the power of life on earth. It represents & symbolizes the existence 

and the continuity of life. Man as a living animal, has an enormous dependence on 

waters. He is deeply bounded Wrap & woof with the qualitative & quantitative living 

aspects of waters. Its highly varied qualities act and react on human senses & ensure 

its power over man above all; it is the soul of all lives on earth.

The Need for Revitalization of Urban Areas

The radically changing economical, political social structures brought about the 

enigmatic issue, the haphazardness in to the living structures, & can be highly 

experienced especially in urban entities the exceptionally varied dimensions of this 

complex issue, delivered enormous amount of unfavorable, in humane spatial forms in 

to the living cores thus making the living entities most unlivable spatial entries for 

human habitation.

Water front revitalization has been the most remarkable urban development in the 

world during the last two decades. As most of the world’s big city centers are located 

on water’s edge, revitalization of waterfronts usually refer to down town development. 

Being new potential urban lands, water fronts offer great opportunities to make 

contemporary pieces of cities. So, integration of those lands with the existing urban 

fabric is becoming an important issue of urban design and planning disciplines.
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Since there is a competition between cities to attract more people and capital, cities 

began and continue to copy models that have been successfully implemented in other 

world cities in order to warranty their success. Baltimore Inner Harbor development 

was copied by many other world cities. For example, aquariums become the most 

attractive element of waterfronts schemes to revitalize the abandoned waterfronts and 

attract more money.

Another major objective of developments is to improve urban image. One of the most 

important issues for cities is to remake their images both on a national and 

international level. Public and private leaders prefer to remove negative effects of 

abandoned industrial sites and/or locate new heavy industrial initiatives to outer 

harbors or inland industrial parks. They looked for an entirely new image to compete 

with other world cities. Sydney and Bilbao are two leading examples of cities that 

promote their waterfronts. Both cities became worldwide known cities after the 

revitalization of their waterfronts. Every year, approximately 15 million people visit 

Sydney’s waterfront

Method of study

The intention of the study is to analyze water as a constituent factor to enhance the 

quality of urban character & image. Examining ideas of by leading theoreticians and 

applying their principles to the intimate space, which carried out through a literature 

survey both focusing on urban design and City. Kevin Lynch’s Image of the city and 

Christipher Allexsander’s Pattern language will serve as the starting points for this 

analysis. Further evaluation was done through discussions with colleagues and 

online architecture design forums.

The approach here represents a sharp relation between Man, Water & surrounding. 

One of the specification physical and psychological constituents of water and it 

enhance the quality of urban character & image. There are remarkably few examples 

of physical forms have been studied directly for there relationships to physical or 

physiological behavioral process. With the three component model it is to possible look 

for those aspects of physical attributes which have the greatest likelihood of linking to 

the other components of the place in which facilitates the identification of places.
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There for we seem to have a meager understanding of the constituents of place. There 

ramifications and the ways which we experience. This has happened mainly due to the 

incomplete picture witch western contemporary scholars, has presented to the world, 

eventually the place as a concept in the life of a human being is lost. Place is important 

factor to identify the character. The place can be land mark, or it can be a public 

gathering space. And also it can be a transitional space. Finally discuss the effect of 

the water and how it uses to enhance the quality of urban life.

The dissertation idea comes with the lack of integration water to enhance the image of 

the Colombo. Water is a one of main element in urban context. Integration of water is 

enhance the quality of city, also it uplift the quality of urban space.

Finally aim is go through the Research Sri Lankan example in urban context to 

identification how to respond to water bodies. And what are the future development 

proposals in selected area and how to respond to the water bodies with the cities in 

developing countries. So the selected case study responds & with theories, proposals 

and examples in other countries.

One of the key principles and public expectation of waterfront development is that this 

place should be designed for people to use. There are several reasons of this public 

attitude; but, the most important one is the shift of cities from industrial to service 

economy, which brings a new understanding of city space. There is a demand of 

public spaces in cities for recreational and leisure uses. Similar to the other leftover 

spaces, waterfronts became suitable urban lands to construct newly emerging trends 

of society. Therefore, recreation - including commercial facilities, residential 

components, entertainment units, sports facilities, cultural centers and parks are 

evolving as the most dominant concepts in the definition of contemporary waterfronts.

Scope & Limitations

Identify how water can help enhance the city image. Analyze important contribute 

factors of water bodies in the urban context. And then realize how it integrate and 

generate aesthetical and functionality to the urban city. Water is one of the most 

important element which to enhance the quality of the city.

Given the study objective of the thesis, the whole paper is organized into 4 chapters. 

Following the introduction, Chapter One will introduce the theoretical background of the 

study and introduce the research design and methodology of the thesis. Based on
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government document review and key-informant interview Chapter Two will provide 

brief introduction major concerns of creating public spaces and their effect will also be 

specified. In Chapter Three, the general situation of public spaces, and land use 

pattern on and around public spaces will be explored.

a

Chapter Four also will summarize the research findings, and propose recommendation 

and future research.
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CHAPTER ONE

Sensing the Waterfront & Understanding formation of the City



Sensing the Waterfi

CHAPTER ONE

1.1 Water and Civilization

Waterfronts are dynamic places by nature. As an edge environment, the overlap of 

different communities of users and dramatically different conditions make for enormous 

amounts of complexity and energy. In the non-human realm, waterfronts are the 

interface of the aquatic and the terrestrial, the site of complex intertidal communities, 

the point of release for wave action, and the vehicle for many dispersal patterns. As 

related to human history and use, waterfronts have a long history of changing types 

and levels of uses, and are now coming back into potentially thriving and layered public 

use. Once the site of first settlements and exploration, they have long served as 

transportation corridors and ports, hubs of trade, travel centers, recreation venues, and 

much, much more. Waterfronts have been extensively used by humans for their utility 

in travel, trade, recreation, and general enjoyment, and have also suffered cycles of 

abuse and neglect from these very use patterns.

Water is one of the necessities of human life; from birth to death it incorporates with 

our lives in various ways. Simply saying the earth, as a whole can be treated, as fetus 

born in the womb called water. Even since the conception of the earth, water is in- 

separately and unavoidable component in the world.

If the civilizations of the early stages of the history are analyzed, this truth is clearly 

visible. They all emerged at the border of water bodies.

The Sumerian civilization- descendants of the deltas of the river tigers and Euphrates 

in Mesopotamia, civilizations in the Indus valley in India, yellow river in china and 

western civilization that began at the same time along the river Nile are good 

examples. As every form of life depends upon light and water, the formation of socio 

cultural life of the man has been centered on sources of water it is significant that a 

close link to water is always evident both according to legend and teaching of all 

religions.

The uses of water can be divided in two parts.

o Aesthetical reasons 

o Functional reasons
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1.1.1 Aesthetical & Functional reasons

Even through a designer frequently incorporates water in to a space as a visual 

element, the artistic quality of water reaches far beyond that. Rather than visual 

effects, auditory effects, and cooling effects are the aesthetical effects, which can be 

obtained by obtained by water. Visual characteristics of water is being used for many 

aesthetical purposes such as enlarging the spaces, reflecting quality, making focal 

points, continuing spaces. Color effect and reflection are the other visual effects of 

water, which has a predominated roll in the architecture. Still water gives reflection of 

the surrounding. The reflection and stillness of water create places where people can 

escape the ordinary conditions or relieve tired minds.

"Passive collection of the still water brings the mind back to contemplative state, away 

rom the hustle and bustle of live in the exterior world of streets, markets and canals”

(Moor, 1971, p123)

(Fig 01): Effects of water enhance the 

Aesthetical quality

Water mostly used as a medium for relaxation and recreation of human some time 

even for animals. Also it becomes a need in forming habitable human entities. 

Activities with water create more enthusiasm and joy. Many examples available in 

currently recreational and tourism industry.

(Fig 02): water sport create enthusiasm and joy
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Water is most primal mode of transportation. After the early man has settled down on 

more permanent nature, they tired to move out of initial living domain in look for 

fulfilling increasing needs. This led them to face obstacle such as oceans and rivers 

and also needed to cross over. The crossing the water safety and fast required a 

system and that became the primitive method of transportation turned in to the most 

dominant transporting method of people and goods.

(Fig 03): Grand Canal in Venice “Gondola"

Man is automatically drawn toward water for its functional reasons. In day to day life, 

they require water for drinking, cooking, bathing, washing etc. This need is prevailing 

throughout life cycle of individual and also plays a significant role in it.

People demanded for security from outside forces with the growth of commercial and 

political power in the community settlements. Many of such units incorporated water as 

a major defensive element, which act as a physical and psychological barrier for 

outside intruders. This can be clearly seen in lands.

(Fig 04): create forts with water
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1.2 Water and man made environment

Many art forms create spatiality. Sculpture music, painting or architecture as an 

example offers a possibility to penetrate by its spatiality. Architecture is creating the 

spaces according to a concept relevant to the project and site. That means all other 

element like scale and proportion, color form and texture, shape and appearance, 

orientation and direction, location, lighting, material used, flora and fauna are being 

created and oriented in order to emphasize that concept and also relate and highlight 

the spatial quality, mood, which wanted to be.

Creating “Multi-use Destinations” on Waterfronts:1.3

Multi-use destinations define what a city is about and are the premier public spaces in 

a city that attract and highlight the local assets and unique talents and skills of the 

community. The combination of uses - educational, cultural, retail, and commercial - 

are open and available for visitors to freely partake in and are accessible physically, 

and in terms of how they are perceived. Successful multi-use destinations are always 

changing because they are flexible enough to easily adapt to different times of day and 

year and they are proactively managed to take advantage of these differences.

'Si
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(Fig 05): Architecture combined with water
(Right - Sydney Opera house, Australia, Left-Guggenheim Museum Bilbao Spain)

1.4 Expanding the Idea of Accessibility and the Role of Transportation:

In the last 100 years cities, (particularly waterfronts), have been defined by 

transportation decisions that were geared largely in favor of the car. The result is a 

system of streets and highways that reinforce a design ethos that is more about seeing 

or viewing rather than participating in communities. However, we are now seeing a
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massive shift in cities throughout the world where people want to get back to the idea 

of place, connecting within communities, supporting local services, spending time in 

public spaces and being part of local communities rather than in disorderly, 
unconnected places with no local character. In this new vision, the automobile plays a 

secondary role to transit, bicycles and the pedestrian. Waterfronts are the key place in 

cities where these issues are enacted.

1.5 Understanding the potential impact of Markets and Local Economies on 

Waterfronts:

Historically, markets have played an important role in the development of waterfronts 

and continue in this role today. From small neighborhood farmers markets to urban 

market districts, public markets are not only great community gathering places, they 

can also be economic generators that have a broad impact on their community’s 

overall development. Markets located on waterfronts play a particularly important role 

in establishing a connection between the waterfront and the rest of a community.

Water can take as the life and soul of a garden and has held for all creatures an 

irresistible appeal. Water has been used to create various emotions in architecture, it is 

a source of powerful fascination or peaceful inspiration. Its vital presence transforms 

the ordinary to extraordinary. Its sight and sound captivates the eye at a distance, 
invites and delightful when near, cheers the dreariness enriches the most crowed view. 
It may spread in a clam expanse to soothe the tranquility of a peaceful sense or add 

splendor to a gray and extravagance to romantic situation.

The movement and sound of the rising and falling of water breaks the silence bringing 

a feeling of companionship. For most people the glimmer of sunlight on open water is 

sure to elicit an exclamation of discovery and delight. The feelings expressed as a 

shout of triumph or as a silent upsurge of spirits. In architectural terms, the water is 

used to obtain several requirements as following.

1.6 Maintaining spatial progression & enhancing the spatiality

The movement within a built environment is due to understanding of the expressions 

conveyed by building itself. It can be classified as a great creation or an art when its 

required motions and movements are achieved successfully as well as clearly, 
because these will eventually brought a unity and a meaning to the building. The
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connections made by water and water elements in a built environment are not only 

linking space but also linking time and spaces as well.

1.6.1 Creating different behavior patterns

People behave and react in different ways in accordance with the prevailing physical 

and psychological properties of the environment, which the spaces have the right 

collection of such architectural ingredients ultimately can change the human behavioral 

pattern proportional to the water expressions and its mood.

1.6.2 Giving psychological effects & creating healing environment

The views of nature with water or water formations can heal mind of a person. 

Because of such spirits associated with water the use of water and water elements are 

good for healing environments to achieve the quality, which wants to create. There are 

more qualities such as spatial surrounding qualities, which can be achieved by water, 

its moods and expressions. It is important to study the change that take place with 

water as one fact of changing and create moods, spatial quality by stimulating human 

senses through architectural aspects of water this can be either natural elements or 

man made ones. However both scenarios can evoke a soul with tender feelings. 

Because of that people, using man made water elements to assert mystery over 

nature.

Environments can be designed purposely to provoke specific responses to sublimate 

the joy, laughter, unhappiness, fear,-not all at ones but in sequence. Since behavior is 

directed & manipulated in order to satisfy the needs, the motivational aspects of 

behavior must be understood as a fundamental concept in designing for human 

behavior, in essence, it is the process of arousing action, sustaining activity in progress 

and regulating the pattern of activity. Spatial behavior is very much affected by the 

psychology, personality social group membership and culture of an individual. This fact 

is what makes the subject or perception and behavior so complicated and so unlikely 

to produce universal rules. Senses play a major part in perception and all the senses 

have equal importance in making an experience.

I shall find hidden infinite joy.....
In every splendor of smell, vision and sound..
Even while a thousand fetters still bind me to the wheel... 
I shall taste the infinite liberty....
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(Ravindranath thagore)

We build images of places out of fragments of our experience selected for their 

significance to us. The experience may be out own direct sensation of the place, or it 

may be based on indirect knowledge such as hearing or reading about it or seeing a 

picture of it. Because all our senses are involved, the image can be an aroma or 

texture, as well as a visual picture. Selected fragments are organized into a coherent 

image, which reminds us of the place and help us to recognize to it.

Our eyes are sensitive to a limited spectrum of light energy at certain levels of 

brightness. We distinguish light and dark, and most of us can see a range of color. In 

fact, a very large proportion of our information about places comes to us through our 

eyes; as light reflects off surface of the architectural setting we can see colors, shapes, 

things, materials, textures, people, and activities. Because we have two eyes; we are 

able to judge distances, to orient ourselves, and to move around easily in space.

Our ears hear a range of sounds. This varies from the low rumble of a diesel engine 

(which we feel as well as hear) to the high wail of a siren. Sounds tell a lot about the 

size of a place, and what’s happening there, as people laugh, shout or move around, 

the wind rustles leaves, water gurgles, or a truck roars past in the distance.

Each of our five senses has its own capabilities which differ from those of other living 

creatures. It is our brains, however, which seek, process, and make sense of 

information. The human brain has the ability to select and organize this information into 

stable, recognizable images of architectural settings which we interpret in terms of our 

shared cultural experiences. Equipped with concepts and categories, we fit our raw 

sensory experiences, like pieces of a puzzle, into a meaningful whole “As Professor 

Ediriveera Sarathchandra saying, all senses are leading us to a one particular 

experience. But the all the five senses are heightening our emotions and excitement 

and beauty and contemplate the mind. When the mind become to that stage we can 

see, listen, smell, touch, even taste silence, our thoughts, feelings and environment in 

a correct way.”

Water as a highly attached element for human beings the senses, which are 

generating from it is highly causal to the different changes to physical body, behavior 

and psychology. Stimulating senses and changing moods and expressions of human 

through water are not easy. Correct stimulation, correct mood and expressions have to
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be providing in the correct time, spaces, mood, of user have to understand. Later, 
other than that, have to sagest the correct and suitable water mood and stimulation 

that have to use or provide.

(Fig 06): water mood and stimulation

1.7 Expressive quality of water - (Moods of water) Tranquility

■ Tranquility

This is the quality of still water experienced in contained water like ponds, lakes. 

Tranquility calm water has its own hypnotic action especially in large scale. For here is 

perfect serenity of perfect horizontal, the intellectual convection of absolute rest. The 

contemplative quality of water inspires our imaginations. That is the water of reflection, 

it mirrored surfaces absorb repel and refract their surroundings. It expands the 

surfaces by extending the foreground. It is not only reflects but also isolates the objects 

and the setting.That tranquility can make different special settings. Some times it can 

be a very calm and quit spatial quality, or some times it can be used to increase the 

spatial area in visually, ect.

(Fig 07): Water reflection 

and mirrored surfaces 

absorb surrounding
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■ Movement

Water is a transparent. It takes the shape of its container, and subject to gravitational 
forces. Water can be made to flow from point, fall from height or can make spout by 

projecting water upwards. It makes different sound, effects, moods that relevant to type 

it flows. That quality can be used to enrich the quality of spaces where it is using. 
Flowing water is any moving water limited to a well defined channel. It moves in 

response to gravity. Therefore a certain slope is required to flow. In nature streams and 

rivers are the suitable examples to this category. The performance of flowing water 
depends on volume of flowing water, steepness of slope, size of the channel, and 

properties of the channel.

(Fig 08): Movement of 
water

Water spouts are created by forcing water upward in to the air through a nozzle in non
cooperation of gravity. It can be varied according to the method it projecting. It can 

evoke human emotions in many ways.

It can be a very playful mind while looking at the spout.

i* * *

(Fig 09): very playful spouts create joy
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1.8 Water spaces- two context of living entities

The concept of urban and rural is two extreme entities that exist in the living word 

where the principles distinguished with the form of consideration. Ideologies may be 

based on spatial configurations, relationship of man with natural setting, or the 

attitudes towards the atmospheres of the contexts. These may be positive or negative 

ideas about the place.

It is important to examine the different impacts of water spaces on both of rural and 

urban contexts, impacts in terms of a spatial volume rather than two dimensional 

features.

1.8.1 Water space in rural context

Rural can be explained s an attitude or an impression some have a positive impression 

on rural setting. They appreciate its physical and atmospheric qualities such as 

spaciousness, its calm and serene environment.

Another way to describe the rural is the relationship between man and nature. It is 

always a dose and intimate one. Man’s orientation in the natural environment of rural 

community is entirely on sense impression. Considering in a rural setting it is a spedal 

configuration, the composition of two environments, natural and man made. The 

dialogs between two extreme combine with each other. The non compacted and less 

dense artifact were embedded in the spacious natural environment leaving more open 

spaces such as forest, paddy fields, vacant land ect. Expect for water bodies.

Attitude towards water spaces in a rural setting are very much than an urban. People 

relate to waters more of its utilitarian value, rather than a visual enhancement. As a 

described a rural context is consist of many natural open spaces expect for the water 

space.

Water fronts and water crossing acts as a powerful stimulant and a backdrop to 

attractive architectural landscaping there fore many historic towns and villages 

preserve their rivers and water corridors. For a water-based community in a rural area 

mainly it is utilized for basic needs and means of transportation, protection and refuse 

disposal.
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1.8.2 Water space in urban context

“The pre-Hellenic veneration of the water element was a powerful stimulant to the 

appreciation of the visual qualities of water in the urban context. Later Greek and 

roman civic aggrandizement importance to the secular urban waterfront. The 

transshipment of gain to the imperial city promoted the warehouses and ports.”

(Wylson Anthony-1986, p10)

The classical Architectural language applied to city included the water front and water 

crossing, serving to enclose the water element in cohesive architectural language. The 

river settlements which were to become grate cities had originated in harmony with the 

water’s edge. For the water based community water was a means of transportation 

system in to the city complex. The water ways provided both of access and defense.

“The medieval world, the need for regional security resulted in urban enclosure and 

fortification separating the immediate natural surroundings from city life and providing 

protection from hostile instruction from the sea. When the cities were enclosed with 

fortifications, essential access to the water front was maintained and water spaces 

were used to provide a defensible zone.”

(Wylson Anthony-1986, p10)

When considering water in urban context, among all the water bodies, canals were the 

most popular as the urban water fronts. The grater spread of wealth commercial 

activities and mutual dependence achieved in Dutch canal towns conveyed uniformity 

along the canal quays achieving a modest but dignified architectural character to the 

urban water corridors.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.1 History of the evolution of city form and human settlement

Water is over determined in the history of Western religions. The first mention of water for 

Judaism and later Christianity is found in the first verse of origin “in the beginning God 

created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void, and darkness was 

upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters”

Early humans lived in family tribes that moved around the countryside following herds of wild 

animals and gathering different fruits as they came into season. They slept in caves or made 

simple shelters under trees. Clothes were made from animal skins. Hand axes were the all 

purpose tools. Warm clothes and effective weapons allowed them to slowly migrate to colder 

climates and less fertile environments. They spread across Africa, Europe, and Asia in 

waves of migration that continued for hundreds of thousands of years. Each new wave either 

wiped out the previous inhabitants or interbred with them. Interbreeding had the advantage 

that any successful qualities of the new arrives were combined with native adaptations that 

suited the local geography and climate. The results can be seen today. Modem humans all 

share similar abilities to our last common ancestor, but we come in a variety of shapes and 

colors.

Over the last 2 million years, the earth has been frozen a number of times in what is 

commonly known as the ice ages. During these periods, many parts of the world became 

uninhabitable and much of the rest was only marginally productive. The last ice age began 

around 80 thousand years ago and receded only 12 thousand years ago. As the ice melted 

away, vast areas of land were revealed. Rivers of fresh water began flowing across fertile 

plains.

Around 10 thousand years ago, in some parts of the world, people began planting seeds and 

covering the countryside with food producing plants. The earliest and most successful crops 

were grasses with large seeds such as barley, wheat, and rice. These grasses were easy to 

grow, the seeds were high in protein, and they did not need to be eaten immediately. Grass 

seeds could be kept in storage for months or even years. Early farming communities also 

began gathering herds of wild animals. Very few animals were suitable for farming. Most 

were too aggressive or too nervous to be kept on a farm. Farm animals needed to be easy to 

feed and have temperaments that were easy for humans to tame. The earliest farm animals 

were sheep and goats.
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The change in lifestyle from hunting and gathering to farming was only made possible in 

those parts of the world where some wild grasses had large edible seeds, and where some 

wild animals were suitable for domestication. The river valleys to the east of the 

Mediterranean were among the first locations in the world to meet these requirements.

People living in the river valleys no longer needed to go searching for food. They had settled 

on land which could produce abundant quantities of food year after year. Land being farmed 

could produce hundreds of times more food than land being used to hunt and gather. 
Plentiful food supplies allowed populations to grow, and permanent farming villages began to 

appear.

(Fig 10): Historical era with the water V
r v :• J *transportation

■ A*
: A

y

As populations grew to become unsustainable, the farmers spread out and established 

settlements in nearby lands. With more food, larger populations, better organization, and 

superior technology, they quickly replaced any earlier inhabitants through the taking of slaves 

and by other means; the new arrivals would often absorb the native people and adopt 
aspects of their culture and language. Tigris, Euphrates, Indus, Nile and Yellow river valley 

settlements were developed civilizations with architecture, living pattern and culture etc.

2.2 Living form of waters as spatial elements

A living entity is a composition of solids & voids physicals & non physicals, things & spaces, 
where water bodies are also included as a part of the space in that entity. One space within 

an entity & can be identified as a lump of space.

As explained previously an entity consist of two things spaces & things according to Trancik 

R (1986:60:61) an urban space basically consists of two spatial element soft & Hard spaces 

where had space is principally bounded with architectural walls & the soft spaces are those 

dominates by the natural environment. A water body is one among soft spaces & considered 

to be the definite open space in a living entity
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A water body, It exists as a three- dimensional volume this volume of space also has 

demarcations natural or artificial. Therefore a body of water can be considered as a special 

element in a living entity.

The sheet of water and the bank surround it defines lower horizontal surface.

Verically definition by “artifacts” (buildings). Landscape or a combination of the two. As 

always in other open spaces such as squares, streets ect. Upper horizontal surface defined 

by the sky.

There for in this since a water body in urban context can be regard as a spatial element 

component of an urban entity & that defined special element can be identified as the water- 

space in the living entity.

2.3 Human attributes related to space

Human attributes are the instinctive ways of reacting to the environment. Man and space can 

not divorce from each other. Therefore the value of space is added in deferent manners in 

different communities ex: sky, sun, water, ect. For a man space is something more than a 

volume. It always become an internal part of their behavior & guides them for better 

environmental understanding.

“Space constantly encompass our being through the volume of space, we move, see forms 

& objects, hear sounds, feel breezes, & smell the fragrances of a flower garden in bloom” 

(Chin 1979)

There for it is understandable that the better survival of human will have relations with the 

spaces. As discussed human attributes related to the space perception, existentialism & 

spatial behavior can be identified as three significant concepts which involves in this 

psychological process.

Simply the “space” denotes volume defined by the bounding surfaces of the surroundings 

masses but in the broader sense it reflects the notion of human behavior their values, 

cultures etc. space can be considered as the basic element in architecture so the 

composition of spaces could generate positive & negative emotional responses and make a 

person as a part of it. “Space is here, there, vast, profound & bondless everything is in 

space, every action happens in spaces, every one lives in space” (Schulz, 1971) for man, the
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space is something more than just orienting him self. Likewise it becomes the integral part of 

the pattern of behavior which leads for better adaptation to the environment. Therefore it is 

essential to understand the attributes of space which are leading to generate conscious 

formation.

ror•f c\

2.4 Form space to place

As described, a space is an empty volume, which can exist as an arena for things and for 

happenings. Elytic (1982.72) mentioned that.

When a space is defined as a volume finite space & the moment we experience. It becomes 

a place, experience in terms of sensation, perception or conception experience in terms of 

sensation perception or conception. Experience implies a range between two contrasting 

extremes, such as positive & negative. A positive experience consists of experiences, which 

are stimulating physical, psychological environments of human senses & negative becomes 

vice versa. In the sense one can comment that when a place reflect the fact a physical space 

which is imbued with symbolic qualities, sometimes far beyond the physical qualities.

A mentioned earlier, a water space is a spatial element, which was defined in terms of 

artificial or natural Medias. Many of these spatial volumes occupied with activities, which 

allows people to experience the space. With relevance to the definition of place, this volume 

of space can be regarded as a “place” in a living entity.

This phenomenon can future explain as a waterfront occupied with positive experience in 

terms of physical, psychological & social environments of human senses, that spatial 

element can identified as a place or a water front in a living entity.

> water fronts > positive experienceplaceWater space *■

2.5 Water- space in the urban entity- The urban Attributes.

It is also more distant & an isolated one & is reduced to fragmentary relation ship individual's 

control over the nature was dominating his organization towards it based on an intellectual 

process rather than a sensitive one. Most of time urban community evolves from the 

loosening of mans direct ties to the soil. The attitudes towards urban were completely the 

opposite of rural and bear with positive as well as negative attitudes, people are drawn 

towards its high degree of variety dynamism, elegant culture, & facilities. Thus it becomes
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the most unlivable space as an outcome of a highly artificial entity. The important factor is its 

spatial configuration & its configuration & its composition where it is in the form of a complete 

the contrast & the total opposite to the rural.

- 5

2.6 Cohesions of the water space

With rapid urbanization most of urban entities become artificial habitats. Acre by Acre, 

natural environment was famed & absorbed by man made structures leaving the least 

amount of natural spaces in that context, the water-spaces. Housed in an urban entity 

become the definite open space as well as the only visual enhancement, which is still not yet 

filled with man made structures. There fore, their is no controversy, that the presence of such 

a space has a great impact on dense urban entity where it becomes a necessity.

(Fig 11 ): A typical section through an urban setting water- space a contrast in dense urban 

Setting in the absence of alternatives.-

2.7 Water space from being a place to a placeless space

Considering the utter importance of waters towards man, these special environments were 

carried with various memories and meaning for human lives thus in sense are the place for 

them. When an experience of a water space generators negative impressions on the 

physical, psychological & social environments of human senses. That space can exist as a 

placeless- space in a living entity.

r-1

i.i -

t r—i
(Fig 12): Social environments of human senses
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Most of the early water -spaces exist as water- fronts where they controlled & organized the 

both physical & human environments of living entities they were the souls of the cities Due 

to various outsides & inside forces act upon them, the water fronts of the history gradually 

lose their identity as a frontier or as a place. This can experience especially in situations of 

highly urban areas, cities this process ends up with water fronts to exist as placeless- 

spaces, which were identified as backwaters in a living entity especially in urban entities.

2.8 Perceptual and associational aspects of the city

Perception can be defined as, the degree of involvement of a person with the place in 

perceiving. Peoples experience of places are so varied and making sense of place has 

deferent values for different people, the understanding of the involvement of people in places 

is of almost importance in trying to make a connection between people & place

This shows the relationship of human with space & place. Thoughtful people curious to know 

more about our own nature- our potential for experiencing People tend to experience the 

place, experience is defined as “Experience is a cover- all term for the various modes 

through which a person knows & constructs a reality-theses modes range from the more 

direct and passive senses of smell & touch to active visual perception & the indirect mode of 

symbolization.” (Yi-fu 1977 p8)

Experience can be gained in many ways.

“The range of experience & knowledge... experience can be direct & intimate, on it can be 

indirect & conceptual, and mediated by symbols. We know our home intimately, we can only 

know about our country if it is very large. A long time resident of Minneapolis knows the city 

conceptually. These are three kinds of experiencing one person may know a place intimately 

as well as conceptually. (Yi-fu 1977 p06)

.V?
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(Fig 13): Experiencing water front with transport
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As lynch states, nothing is experienced by it self but always in relation to its surroundings, 

the sequences of events leading up to it. Every person has had long associations with some 

part of his city & his image is soaked in memories & meanings. Image & experience is gained 

mainly visually. The visibility of objects & places make it legible to the person who perceives 

it. So visibility is the first step towards creating the image.

2.8.1 Visibility, the creation of place

Visibility is defined as state of being visible

“Visibility attributes describe how the building is from pedestrian & vehicular paths" (Apple 

yard 1976)

Here the image is created by its visibility to the place it can be perceived mostly people tend 

to see built environment while they move- they grab what ever they pass by & these 

collective memories give them the legibility of a particular place.Mostly people perceive cites 

from the streets as they are place common to every person the street acquires major 

significance as the city is bom in a fixed place & the street gives it life

“Human lives are a dialectical movement between shelter & venture attachment & freedom. 

In open space one can become intensely aware of place. (Yi-fu 1977 p54)

Spaciousness is closely associated with the sense of being free freedom implies space. It 

means having the power & enough room in which to act. An immobile person has difficulty 

mastering even primitive ideas of abstract space, for such ideas develop out of movement 

out of the direct experiencing of space through movement

2.8.2 Legibility, the meaning of place

Legibility can be defined as (Lynch K 1960) the case with its part can be recognized & can be 

organized in to a coherent pattern. If the components of a place or a object is legible and can 

be grasped a related pattern of recognizable symbols, so a legible city would be one whose 

districts or landmarks or pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped in to an 

overall pattern.

(As Lynch K 1960 states)
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Structuring & identifying the environment is a visual ability among all mobile animals. Many 

kinds of cues are used, the visual sensation of color, shape .motion on polarization of light, 

as well as other senses such as smell, sound, touch.....

Integration of Waterfror

“In the process of way finding the strategic link is the environmental image, the generalized 

mental picture of the exterior physical world that is held by an individual. This is the product 

both of immediate sensation & of the memory past experience, & it is used to interpret 

information & guide action” (Lynch K 1960 p04)

As started above the legibility of the city where one can generate a clear mental picture of it, 

easily recognize the surrounding & move about easily & quickly, so the need to recognize & 

create an image of the city has wide practical & emotional importance to the individuals, 

where they can be inhabitants or visitors. The generalized mental picture of the pattern of our 

surrounding’s creates an image of the place. (Lynch K. says)

“An ordered environment may serve as a broad frame of reference & organization of activity 

or belief or knowledge.”

The recognizable pattern of cities directly indicates a visual order which can be grasped 

easily. This pattern consist of related patterns of nods landmarks pathways built up areas 

ect. Successive legible environment in cities create an emotional bond between its 

possessor & the city. It has a strong expressive meaning & always offers security a sense of 

intimacy & a sense of belongingness to share. Ultimately, this impression creates a strong 

bond between man & the city.

“Human beings not only discern geometric patterns in nature & create abstract Space in the 

mind. They also try to embody their feelings images & thoughts in tangible material. (Tuan 

Yi- Fu, 1977 p17)

Transport provides the facility of communication between every possible location within the 

city. It is the physical connection method of places, so the more integrated city provides more 

opportunity for legible environment Integration of its physical features such as its Symbolic 

physical features road network natural elements such as water bodies to act as a net work of 

communication system, the sense which the inhabitants of a settlement towards perceiving 

its image will be enhanced.

PafJ 19
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2.8.3 Perceived environmental quality in city.

Environmental quality of the city plays a major role in imagebility. A striking landscape is the 

skeleton upon which many cities erect their physical built environment. And nature in the city 

makes it more visible legible & imagebility creating many opportunities for the inhabitants as 

well as the visitor to hang their memories, experience & so on.

The adaptation or rejection of such a conservation ethic may decide the kind of future today’s 

children will enjoy, in both town & country” (Grove A B 1983 p48)

In this respect integration of water bodies to enhance the image of the city will be a further 

step towards legibility as it provides enough dues about its setting. The environment is the 

actual geography that uses experience. It is comprised of elements the basic discrete parts 

of the environment that constitute the physical substance of community designs these 

elements include mass (land forms, buildings & structures) spaces (parks & other & types of 

open areas) and paths (liner travel ways).Naturalness & mystery of the building can be 

achieved in many ways. If it is sited along water body both can be maximized. If it is 

accessed through water body attractiveness navigability & distinctiveness will add in to the 

perception of the building.

Built (Form/Detail)Natural (Form/Detail)

Structures 
Contouring 
Vehicles 
Landscaping 
Public Art 
Street furniture 
Public utility

Land forms 
Topography 
Crowds 
Vegetation

Mass

Recreational park areas
Squares/Plazas/Malls 
Parking lots 
Yards
Vacant land -Terminal areas

Agricultural land
Plains
Valleys
Scenic & historic Places 
Water areas

Spaces

Expressways/Park ways
Streets/Roads/ Alleys 
Railways/Subways 
Bridges/Tunnels 
Walkways/ Trails/Bicycle paths

Canyons
Ridges
Gullies
Rivers
Streams

Paths

(“Element of the environment”)
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2.8.4 Image, the identity of the place

“Environmental images are the result of a two-way process between the observer and his 

environment” (Lynch K, I960, P 06)

An image evoked in an observer’s mind is a mental picture each individual creates & grasps 

images & gives meaning to images with what he sees, understands & experiences.

Over the long period of history people have attempted to create their living surrounding with 

good environmental images in some instances. This was to give identity and to gain 

emotional attachments to their living surroundings. As Lynch K. States (1960 p10)

“These are characterizations that flow from our definitions. The concept of Imagebility does 

not necessarily can note something fixed, limited, precise, unified or regularly ordered. The 

total Environment to be patterned is highly complex, while the obvious image is soon boring, 

and point to only a few features of the living world”. In perceiving the image the observer also 

plays an active role this differs, it he is n inhabitant or a visitor.

In this as aspect “Imagebility of a town, city can be defined as a necessary quality of a city 

environment. Which evokes vividly identified powerfully structured highly, meaningful city 

image to the user” (Lynch K 1960 p.09)

Material objects first arouse a feeling that provides a background for more specific images 

which are then fitted to the material and in the case of environments affective images play 

the major role indecisions.

2.9 Factors Contributing to the Resurgence of Waterfront Development 

2.9.1 Available Land

Abandoned waterfront facilities led to depressed land values, ripe for ambitious 

redevelopment schemes.

2.9.2 Cleaner Water and Land

Environmental regulations and remediation, beginning in the 1970s and 1980s made the land 

again appealing along the waterfront.

2.9.3 The Historic Preservation Movement
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Preservationists took to preserving historic structures, much of which were located along the 

waterfront and still standing because of a long period of abandonment.

2.9.4 Citizen Activism and Leadership

Citizen activism in reclaiming ‘lost’ waterfronts and historic regions pushed much 

redevelopment by city agencies.

2.9.5 Urban Revitalization

With the revitalization of urban downtowns and the construction of residential developments 

with supporting services, waterfronts have become prime real estate.
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Contribution of Urban Waterfronts to Enh

CHAPTER THREE

3.1 Background studies- Use of waterfront for organization of urban spaces

Rivers and streams are the abstract streets in a living domain, and are waters of finite 

nature. Rivers and canals were the inspiration for the human settlements. This natural 

device physically connects spaces on land and psychologically connects spaces on 

land and psychologically connects with other spaces. Configuration and the flow of 

river and streams generated layouts of streets, avenues and parts in many historic 

river cities. It is a physical divider as well as the visual connector of spaces. Water 

fronts can be found as a spatial element in an urban context.

Urban water body can be utilized for the integration of the city. The natural water 

resources such as rivers, lakes, sea and the man made canals, can be utilized as 

transportation mode, recreational and commercial space etc. Those phenomena can 

be see in various urban spaces and cities in the world.

3.2 Urban waterfronts

Water was an important natural resource in the growth of early settlements. By having 

various features - a defense element, a source for agricultural production and trade, a 

means for transportation and industrial uses- water offered many advantages for cities. 

Therefore, locations that existed on water edges, especially natural and protective 

harbors, became favorable sites for the foundation of ancient cities. Waterfront was 

determinant in the development of urban form and pattern. The type of water resource 

- river, sea, lake or canal- shapes the development of the settlement.

Tor cities located on the great lakes ...the urban shoreline marks one edge of the city 

and development occurs farther inland.” (Wrenn 1983, 26)

On the other hand, “Some cities are bisected by rivers and urban development takes 

place on both sides of the water.” Like the other landforms -mountains, valleys, and 

hills- water also influences the formation of urban pattern.

Especially in early times when people did not have the knowledge to modify nature, 

they shape their living environment according to natural resources. As mentioned by 

Jacobs, “At some point, topography and natural features such as rivers show in street 

patterns...The street and block patterns of early European hill cities reflect topography.
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Urban waterfront is a unique natural resource as well as a context for economic activity 

in urban city. Over the centuries the urban waterfront provided for religious activities, 

civic ceremonies, defiance, transportation, access for maritime trade and fishing, ware 

housing and waterside industry. In today, again access to the water front and the 

potential amenity value of the water front has been improved by various redevelopment 

activities in urban city. In many cases pressure to provide new urban highways to cope 

with increasing city traffic has required a solution to be found in the neglected 

waterside routes. Then these reinstatements of the water front amenity within an urban 

context can provide a significant force for urban renewal.

The appreciation of the water space as a leisure sport amenity has created additional 

value to waterfront development. But these developments including new uses must be 

relevant to modem urban living and total rehabilitation concept for the waterfront.

“The canal, or man made river is also an important connector and communicator. 

Canals can physically connect cities to bodies of water, lace together neighbored or 

distinct or link several cities in one line.” (Moor, 1995, p23)

The strong incentive for locating cities upon waterfronts had important effects upon the 

disposition of open space and the from of the typical city.(Heckscher and Robinson, 

1913; p88). It is caused to in increase the public access. Then various connections and 

relationships are created between the city and waterfront, by it. And it has great 

potential to shape the city with waterfront.

In this, scale of every thing connected with the waterfront development should be 

related with the scale of the near by city buildings. (Hecksher and Robinson, 1913, p.

91)

A better system may be that all the waterfront element step- down towards the water 

from the city centre. It can be caused, to see the whole city in clearly across the 

waterfront. In this situation, city was shaped with the waterfront, with using other 

physical and visual connections between the city and waterfront.

3.3 The contribution of urban waterfronts to enhance the city image

Man is considering as a part of nature, so he can not confirm his presence and the 

continuity with totally dissolving his bonds with the nature.
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“Waterways and the urban’ waterfronts provided opportunities to enhance the urban 

environment and there have been periods in history when a distinct architectural 

character, appropriate to the maritime context, has emerged. The significance of water 

front structures has progressed with man’s alliance with the development of maritime 

transport”

jncetnn

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.25)

Water is being used with architecture, from the early historic cities to the new urban 

cities. Physical qualities of water have a great impact on human lives. It complex 

qualities signify various means of incorporation of water in to the mainstream of human 

lives. The water is a pull factor for the people to settle themselves along the water 

bodies hence evolving a place of survival. This resulted as water being the main 

survival factor as a utility for consumption and as means of transport and as a source 

of defense.

In the evolution of cities, the aesthetic qualities of natural topography, including the 

water bodies, has played an increasingly important role in enhancing the urban 

environment. The topography or a strong tradition of the city led not only to a close 

relationship between buildings, natural landscape and water scenery, but also to the 

integration of water- based leisure and non-utilitarian uses within the building complex.

“Ancient city states were welded together to form the grate empires of Greece, Persia 

and china, each established a cultural identity with its own attitude towards city 

beautification that included the utilitarian, metaphysical, recreational and aesthetic 

appreciation of water, valued that have permeated in to the modem world”.

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.4)

The progressive development of marine technology has caused continuous waterfront 

with structures, conveying images of military commercial strengths. In that context the 

port and its relationship to the built environment, Greek & Roman ports were closely 

associated with public areas and were lined with significant public buildings, 

establishing close relationship between utilitarian and civic needs. Apart from that, the 

classical world established architectural values and planning forms. Water required an 

architectural significant, both as a feature within civic spaces, as an element of 

pleasure in the landscaped gardens.
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Then the river settlements, which 

harmony with the water edge. For the water-based community, water was the means 

of transportation system in the city complex. These waterways provided both access & 

defense. Most countries have developed their waterfronts to enhance the built 

environment and to shape the new cities. This open space system have an important 

role in development projects, to create all types of connections among water, built 

fabric, city activities and the economy.

to become great cities, had originated inwere

3.3.1 Venice, Italy

Venice is a city in north Italy. Venice’s nicknames include “queen of the Adriatic”, “City 

of Water” and “City of Bridge”, and “the city of Lighf, the city stretches across 

numerous small islands in the marshy Venetian Lagoon along the Adriatic Sea in 

northeast Italy. The saltwater lagoon stretches along the shoreline between the mouths 

of the south and the North Rivers. The typical waterfront city, Venice’s famous canals 

make the streetscape into a seascape, and the whole life of the city revolves around 

waterways. The woven together with a web of water arteries instead of street, gives an 

extraordinary character to the city form. The basic city form consisted of a principle 

canal, a network of miner canals, the pattern of small civic spaces and buildings were 

located in between the waterways. It was fashioned by its unique character of the 

lagoon location, maritime trading and the cultural independence.

(Fig 14): network of miner canals in Venice enhance the architectural quality

“A lagoon location, maritime trading and cultural independence have fashioned Venice 

unique historical record of Aquartecture. The close relationship between urbanas a
fabric, waterways and the sea...”

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.35)
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Grand Canal is a major canal in that city. It is built on an archipelago of 122 islands 

formed by about 150 canals in a shallow lagoon. Venice placed the most valuable 

properties along the waterfront to enjoy the open spaces and amenities of the Grand 

Canal, and new port facilities had to be located elsewhere. It is the public passage way 

and it is a part of the water land composition, it connected buildings, neighborhoods 

and settlements of Venice, with each other.
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(Fig 15): Grand Canal in Venice, Italy

The reliance on vehicular traffic of European cities has resulted in traffic dominance 

but, for Venice, water transportation within the city has been maintained as the only 

alternative to working. The gondola, the principal from of transport in the canal, dates 

back to the early eleventh century.

Most Venetians now travel by motorized waterbuses which ply regular routes along the 

major canals and between the city’s islands. The only gondolas still in common use by 

Venetians are ferries crossing the Grand Canal at certain points without bridges. In 

waterfront were mainly occupied with public spaces thus having its intimate 

relationships of water. The whole spatial systems was inter linked spatially, visually 

and functionally. One outstanding character is that possibility to have urban spaces so 

accessible to the pedestrian. They were linked up through bridges and small public

spaces.
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(Fig 16): waterfront were mainly occupied with public spaces

Venice used its waterways to develop into a powerful city, a hub for trade and 

commercial exploits, until it dominated a large portion of the Mediterranean, the 

Adriatic and hundreds of vital trade routes. The water forms the base of the urban 

pattern. The buildings rise up into spaces and are reflected down into the water. The 

dominating civic buildings along waterfront acts as landmarks thus generate the pause 

for the activities and meaning.

■i! ' iMIn Venice the elements of buildings 

composed to provide visual as well as 

spatial relationship between indoor and 

outdoor. The house faced the water front 

and some houses acted as trading 

establishments: again, wealthy people build 

houses along the water front with well kept 

gardens. Hey are even today admired for it 

architectural heritage and the Grand Canal 

became a residential area.
* a.

(Fig 17): Venice “the city of water”

Venice will be studied at its spectacular respond to the water body as affront yard. As 

well most all the houses at the edges of the canals face the water body it has given a 

specific character to the built fabric. Actually the image of the city is derived from its
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water body and its respond towards it. So the built fabric responding to the water body 

will be the area studied under Venice “the city of water.”

“The early palaces that face the Grand Canal 

developed graceful, open elevations with two- 

story facades along the water front and ground 

floor porticoes for loading and unloading 

merchandise. The deep plan trading hall and 

the density of surrounding buildings required 

maximum window space onto the Grand 

Canal. The vertical accents of the Byzantine 

facades with window bays, slender columns 

and pointed arches give a unity and lightness, 

only interrupted by the wider archway of the 

waterfront entrances.”

(Fig 18): Venice the elements of buildings composed to provide visual as well as

3.3.2 Paris, France

Paris is the capital city of France. The city developed in concentric circles around a 

nucleus island surrounded by River seine, in northern France. Its development during 

14th, 16th and 17th centuries were outstanding, thus it was the base to emerge the city 

as a dominating place. In early city planning, it focuses on providing parks, boulevards, 

broad streets and open spaces. Most of the day-to-day activities of inhabitants as well 

as the visitors are woven round this wonderful water body. So Paris will be discussed 

city, which gains its cultural value, emotional satisfaction, and informal recreation 

and aesthetic creation and enjoyment through its relationship to a natural water body.
as a

Bridges linking the river walkway spaces of either side framing a network of grand 

boulevards becomes a striking feature in the city. They are strong architectural links. 

Through they subdivide, maintain the overall unity. It retains the pedestrian character 

supported by related activities.

A sad bank in seine River has grown and had become Paris. France has been 

developed taking Paris as a central, spreading grand farms and green forest around 

there. Known as the city of light, Paris has been extolled for centuries as one of the 

great cities of the world. Its location on the Seine River, at a strategic crossroads of
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land and river routes, has been the key to its expansion since the Paris ethnic group 

first settled here in the 3rd century BC. The city’s location on the seine river has been 

the key to its explanation, success, and beauty.

The overall architectural pattern and the related functions have intensively responded 

to the waterfront. The building form, orientations, expressions, configurations of solids 

and voids as well the related activity signifies locations thus emphasizing on providing 

a character and meaning to the place.

(Fig 19): Aesthetic creation and enjoyment through its relationship to a natural water 

body.

Paris is an attractive city shows many monumental landmarks, such as the cathedral of 
Notre Dame, the Louver, and the Eiffel Tower which is a remarkable landmark, which 

located on the south bank of the seine. Its beautiful gardens, word-class cuisine, high 

fashion, sidewalk cafes, and intellectual activities are well known. The cultural life of 
the city is centered on the left bank (north) of the Seine, while business and commerce 

dominate the Right Bank.

The formation of many public building and civic spaces from a sequence were on 

transverse axis across the river compassing the water corridor and utilize the river 
space as an active and prepossessing central area.

“Paris expositions brought imaginative water feature and display in the tradition of 
eighteenth century served to recharge the civic importance of the river corridor in the

center of the city.”

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.76)
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The river space was structured on three levels. First incorporate terraces, walks and 

boat lading at water level. Some of these remain as spaces for relaxation closely linked
with the river and protected from urban traffic by high retaining walls. For the people, 
some spaces designed to gather together and sit by the water.

Second level is the street with trees defining frontage and open spaces ended by 

restaurant and cafes. The third is the peripheral backdrops of buildings create an 

enclosing panorama. With there own character and significance, they identify 

surrounding location. Basically the public occupied the whole riverfront spaces with 

public activities thus exposing the space to experience. The people hang around the 

river bank for their day to day activities such as recreational activities, marketing, 
walking, talking their dinner etc. There fore the place of river side became a livable 

space.
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(Fig 20): Street with trees defining frontage and open spaces & brigs

For one month every summer, the Georges Pompidou Expressway along Paris’s Right 
Bank transforms into a pedestrian refuge replete with a sandy beach. A dazzling array 

of attractions compete for the attention- from activities like dance lessons, climbing 

walls, games, and swimming, to facilities like beach chairs, cafes, fountains, and shady 

palm trees.

The overall system of spatial, as well as physical and psychological linkages binds the 

city as a whole provided with every single space a sense of belonging. The 

accessibility to the waterfront for the public is an outstanding character.
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3.3.3 Amsterdam

(Fig 21): “Building on either side of inner and outer harbors originally fronted directly 

onto the water to permit to permit easier handling of goods from ships."

Amsterdam is a city founded on water and around a dam that separated the Amstel 

River from the I J River. During early thirteenth century, Amsterdam was the world’s 

fishing village. But in the seventeenth century, Amsterdam was the world’s most 

prominent commercial and maritime centre. The canals and waterways built in that era 

still marvel the millions of tourists who visit the city every year.

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.47)

Much of the Amsterdam canal system is the successful outcome of city planning. In the 

early part of the 17th century, with immigration at a height, a comprehensive plan was 

put together, calling for main, concentric half-circles of canals with their ends resting on 

de I J bay. Known as the “Grachtengordel”, three of the canals are mostly for 

residential development (“Gentleman’s canal", “Emperor’s canal", and “Prince’s 

canal”), and a fourth, outer canal, the present Nassau/Stadhouderskade, for purposes 

of defense and water management. The plan also envisaged interconnecting canals 

along radii; a set of parallel canals in Jordan quarter (primary for the transportation of 

goods, for example, beer); the conversion of an existing, inner perimeter canal from a 

defensive purpose to residential and commercial development; and more than one 

hundred bridges. The defensive purpose of the Nassau/Stadhouderskade, was served 

by moat and earthen dikes, with gates at transit points but otherwise no masonry 

superstructures.
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The inner city of Amsterdam, which is adjacent to the old port areas, remains the 

regions largest centre for retail, culture and entertainment and is well suited for 
pedestrians, bicyclists and public transportation. Although the port continues to play an 

important economic role for Amsterdam, the city essentially turned its back to the 

harbor for many years.

(Fig 22): Canals provide a means of transportation

The fortification of Amsterdam was dismantled in the nineteenth century and some of 
the ramparts were retained as parkland. Vondel Park was designed in 1860s and the 

water landscape extended beyond the essential canal system.

Canals provide a means of transportation this striking canal network mostly considered 

with streets on both side and provided shelter for many public, civic or private activities 

along the edges. Originally buildings fronted directly onto the water for easy handling of 
goods from boats and the water side terraces were come as latter additions.

Many of the public spaces and civic buildings were focus to site proximity to 

waterways. Large business houses and town houses located along the frontage of 
main canals and lower middle class and artisan dwelling fronts of the canals 

emphasizing the social hierarchy. In this context architecture elegance is a striking 

feature. The form, order, harmony, expression all contributes in making the water 
space such an elegant. The length of canal and streets were saved from repetitiveness 

by the skillful location of public buildings, landscape and diversity in character and 

architectural importance were given to locations where the roads cross the water way. 
The contrasting spaces created by canals and streets, use of area from of privacy and 

relaxation cohesive street facades lines of trees along the water’s edge and distinct
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separation between town and countryside, are the civic design qualities inherent of 
Amsterdam.

(Fig 23): civic design qualities inherent of Amsterdam.

Major areas of Amsterdam are now being converted and rehabilitated, while entirely 

new areas are being built on artificial islands. The city’s southern and northern 

waterfront system of old piers and wet docks is becoming an attractive residential 

mixed- use district with retail and cultural centers, new transit, parks and waterfront 

promenades, most of which mix contemporary design with the historic maritime 

character. Urban waterfronts, like the cities they help define, are dynamic places. The 

last three decades have witnessed profound changes along abandoned or underused 

waterfronts. The trend is accelerating in cities around the globe. It applies to canals, 

lakes and rivers as well as coasts. Urban waterfront is a most important place for daily 

activities. Most of the countries use the water bodies for deferent activities, such as 

recreational, social, religious and commercial activities etc.

(Fig 24): Dynamic places with night time
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3.4 In terms of recreational

Physical qualities of waters itself generates exciting human environments for people to 

act and react upon. Direct contact of water became the powerful stimulate of human 

sense, its cools the human body and mined refreshed and make comfort. Apart from 

above aspects water largely used as medium for leisure and recreation for human lives 

where it became a need in a creating more livable specs.

(Fig 25): Sydney opera house & leisure tour boat at the water edge

“The water corridors as a design and leisure elements was restructured in palatial 
landscaped gardens”.

(Wylson Anthony-1986, pg.73)

(Fig 26): Before and after Benidorm beach, Spain

(Fig 37): Between skyscrapers and beach to 

a colourful seaside promenade at in 

Benidorm, Spain.
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The new promenade reduces the urbanized surface and constitutes a complex strip of 
transition between skyscrapers and beach. It is structured on the basis of a sinuous 

succession of walls of white concrete that delimit terraces, garden plots, stairs and 

ramps. Their geometry is apparently capricious with concave and convex ruled 

surfaces that, in fact, are subject to a strict modular system. Garden plots and the 

interplay of different colours in the paving fill in the sections separating the walls in their 
undulating coming and going. The road has been restricted now to two lanes and an 

underground parking area runs longitudinally along the promenade. The architectural 
barriers have been eliminated, markedly improving access to the beach by way of a 

good number of stairways and ramps.

The appeal of spending leisure time on the water is a common theme in resent urban 

waterfront. People like to release the pressure of their life. Water is a good method for 
it and they were try to enjoy with water ways and maritime in any time. Most of the 

western countries use the water front for recreational and leisure activities. Whether for 
fishing, swimming or quite meditation, urban dwellers will gravitates towards whatever 
water body they live near. Such spaces were providing active fun and relaxation for 
children to elder person.The new use for urban water front land in coming decades will 
be for recreational and related cultural spaces that will then be served by restaurants 

and other commercial facilities that enhance the experience of being on the water front.

3.5 In terms of religious and cultural

Water plays a central role in many religions and beliefs around the world. Source of 
life, it represents (re)birth. Water cleans the body, and by extension purifies it, and 

these two main qualities confer a highly symbolic- even sacred- status to water. Water 
is therefore a key element in ceremonies and religious rites.

(Fig 27): Water is therefore a key element in 

ceremonies and religious rites.
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Water is imbued with powers of spiritual purification for Hindus, for whom morning

cleansing with water is an everyday obligation. All temples are located near a water 
source, and followers must bathe before entering the temple. Waterfront has been 

providing beautiful setting for religious architecture. The prayers come and stay hears 

until sun rise then enter the bathing ritual.

In Islam, for Muslims, water serves above and beyond all for purification. The first and 

most important involves washing the whole body; recommended before the Friday 

prayers and before touching the Koran. Before each of the five daily prayers, Muslims 

must bathe their head wash their hands, forearms and feet. All mosques provide a 

water source, usually a fountain, for this ablution. Creation of ponds and water features 

in the temple.

3.6 In terms of commercial

Bangkok is a one example for the commercial water front. The floating market and long 

tailed speed boats at the Damnern Saduak floating market, express the quality of that 

city. The narrow water way creates a path for trading activities and it is looks like a 

bazaar street. All the permanent and temporary structures along the water ways were 

responded to the water body for commercial purposes.

In western countries, the water bodies have great opportunity to develop as a 

commercial water front. That is, mainly shopping, restaurants etc were located along 

the water bodies. When deign the modem building or a space for such commercial 

activities, create spaces to get a maximum view of the water to attract the people on to 

the building. The Yara River in Melbourne, Australia, provides commercial facilities 

along the river bank. The south gate commercial complex in Melbourne is an important 

place situated on bank of the Yara river, that fie in nicely with the distinctive 

architectural of that river.
!

(Fig 28): The wide multi level promenade and number of cafes and restaurants 

fronting and over looking the river.
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Analysis of Colombo city through water bodies

Colombo is the largest city and commercial capital of Sri Lanka and located on the 

west coast of the island. The name Colombo, first introduced by the Portuguese in 

1505, is believed to be derived from the classical Sinhalese name Kolon Thota, 
meaning port on the river Kelani". It has also been suggested that the name may be 

derived from the Sinhaless name “Kola-amba-thota which means “harbor with leafy 

mango trees”.

4.1

Due to its large natural harbor and its strategic position along the East- west area trade 

routes, Colombo was known to ancient traders since more than 2,000 years ago. 
However it was only made the capital of the island when Sri Lanka was ceded to the 

British Empire in 1815, and its status as capital was retained when the national 
received independence in 1948.

The water bodies such as sea and inland water patches plays vital role in Colombo 

city. The whole structure and settlements were basically developed accordance to the 

water and related activities. Water bodies in the city have a great possibility of utilizing 

it as effective public space and meaningful built environment. But today cites are facing 

quandary on vanishing public spaces from their living cites. Often waterfronts are used 

to provide adequate open space for the heath and recreational need of the citizens.

p<
The space contributed by an expanse of 
water is realized as a resource only when 

the public can enjoy it. It must be open to 

view and also approachable. Developing 

the cities with an awareness of the degree 

to which a waterfront is “affected with a 

public interest" eventually give it a 

sociological value. Beira Lake and Gall face 

Green has greater potential to develop as 

an urban waterfront with meaningful urban 

spaces.
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4.2 Study of back ground - past condition

4.2.1 The Portuguese period

End of 1505 the Portuguese discovered the island and by 1518 they built a fortress in 

the area of present day Colombo. Later to protect themselves, they dug a trench to 

separate the fort from the mainland. In 1521, Beira Lake was created, in an effort to 

repel the attacks of a local ruler. With the creation of the lake, the city was protected on 

all sides, south and east by the lake, and north and west by the sea. Although, the 

native population was not able to take over the fort, it succeeded twice to drain the lake

using canals. The Sebastian canal, which still exists today, was one of them.

4.2.2 The Dutch period

Although, the Dutch were present in the area since1602, using Colombo as port of 

trading activities, it was not until 1655 that they besieged Colombo. Both Dutch and 

Portuguese used the potential of the lack in their battle strategies. The canal system 

functioned efficiency, connecting the Beira Lake to the fort of Colombo. The water 

ways was used to transport goods and defense. The St. Sebastian canal connected 

the Kalani River with the Beira Lake, while the Panadura canal was connected to the 

Lake by Bolgoda canal and Kirulapana canal. The Bira Lake consisted of several 

Islands including Slave Island which was the largest. The Portuguese fortifications 

were badly battered and they were finally moved to higher grounds. The low- lying 

ground become vacant following the displacement of the defenses and was flooded as 

far as Kyman’s Gate. During this period boating and water sports for pleasure was we 

organized on the Beira Lake.

4.2.3 The British period

By 1795, most of the maritime provinces of Ceylon had fallen to the British and by 

1815: the whole Island came under British rule with Colombo being the country’s 

capital. In the first half of the 19th century Beira Lake was larger than it is today. It was 

used for boating related to work activities as for leisure. On the banks the Lake, villas 

located in the healthiest environment when compared to the fort accommodation.were
And the East Beira Lake used as a mode of transport for the shipment of tea from the 

central Highlands, first by railway to the unloading docks onto flat barges, via the 

linking canal on to flat barges, via the linking canal on to the Bira and then alongside 

the waterfront warehouses, where the goods were stored and prepared for export. The
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shoes of Beira Lake were also the site of various recreational activities such as parties, 
concerts, theatre, balls, etc. During the early period it was the centre of commercial life 

as well as a leisure resort.

i

(Fig 30): Old picture of Colombo waterfront - Beira Lake, Sri Lanka

Beira Lake has highly urbanized catchments of 488 ha that is mostly flat, with ground 

levels ranging from less than 1m to 6m above mean sea level. The lake covers 65.4ha 

and has a mean depth of 2.0m. It comprises four main basins; the east lake is the 

largest and the deepest basin while the other three basins are much smaller and 

shallower.
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(Fig 31): Old maps of Colombo - Sri Lanka

The Beira Lake which is in the hart of the city is one of the most important features of 
Colombo. It is spread in different parts of the city, is named thus as the East Lake, 
South West Lake, West Lake and Gall Face Lake. With in the lake it self contains 

several islands exits dotting vast expanse of water. This lake has changed from its
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earlier, and is today important in its urban ecology. The impact to the city was an huge, 

and it is being the prime focal point of the communication with outside world, with the 

first development of commercial, economical, physical structure as well as in transport 

system, the lake itself has lost its dominance as an important feature. It was a result

due to the total negligence of its positive incorporation of the lake as an urban 

waterfront.

jr>

Beira Lake is a man made shallow body of water connected to the Colombo harbor by 

the Mccallum lock gate. Historically it has reserved the attention of the Portuguese, the 

Dutch and the British the colonial rulers of three eras. During this period, it was 

medium of transport defense and the setting for leisure. Also it provided the 

background in the creation of the image of the city of Colombo.

Colombo Fort

Pettah

East Beira Lake

Slave Island

Galle Face green

South West Beira Lake

(Fig 32): Identified districts within Colombo area
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(Fig 33): Construction Development of Colombo Pettah - Areal view

4.3 Identified areas around the Beira

East Beira

D.R Wijewardana mawatha to the north 

T.B Jayah mawatha to the east 

Kew road to the south

Sir Chittampalam A gardiner mawatha to the west.

Gall face Beira & West Beira

Section of the /lotus road and Regal cinema block to the north 

Section of sir chittampalam. A Gardier mawatha to the east.

Section of duplication road and Baladaksha mawatha on the western boundary.

South west Beira

Nawam mawatha to the north

Section of Sir Jams Peris mawatha to the east

Perahara mawatha to the south

Duplication road to the west.

(Fig 34): View from World Trade Center Colombo Fort
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4.4 Present condition

Today, Beira Lake is the centre of various conflicting uses, which include domestic, 

industrial, commercial, tourist and religious activities. Subsistence fishing, recreational 

activities, boat repair activities, the dumping of garbage as well as the disposal of 

laundry and wastewater into the lake, are among the many conflicting use that exist 

around and in Beira Lake. The water-space is totally neglected in terms of its physical 

use, visual appreciations and a social integration. There are no linkages with the water 

body and the city. The whole space exists in isolations in terms of its physical, 

functional and visual application.

“There are so many strong points about Colombo. It is a waterfront city; It is a Green 

city; it has interesting history. It has so many benefits and aspects on plus side. It is 

rich with potential,’1

Prof. Gehl National Conference of ‘Architect 20127

It is in the form of non defined spaces; as buildings and spaces along the waterfront 

have not responded to the lake space; waterfront becomes isolated space, will not 

framed a meaningful experience in a remarkable urban space. But in most of the area 

this aspect has been neglected by treating the lake as a background. Buildings 

neglecting the presence of a lake use the banks for long stretches of warehouse, and 

boat repair facilities and treating as garbage dumping grounds limit the number of view 

points from which the lake can be seen and pollutes the water body.

(Fig 35): Polluted water & neglected water front

Activities along the water front were completely made the space a neglected or 

rejected. Some activities accompanied with anti social, anti economical backgrounds. 

Such as the ware houses, industries, shanty communities symbolizing an expression

as a water depositor.
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(Fig 36). Lakefront covered with long stretches of warehouse

Some part of a space has been captured by modem developments. Such as defense 

buildings. Therefore the some spaces of the lake became untouchable space by 

people.

As the modem movement stepped in to design at buildings as resulted the creation of 

“object” Which is emerging in isolation without considering the space surrounds. This 

architectural mixture gives no meaning to space and other than confusing in making 

the bad to worst. In some locations the man made built environment and the lake 

merge as one unit or responded to the lake. Beira Lake represents one of the 

important scenic assets of city. As it is located in hart of Colombo it relates too many of 

the areas including the new city, the magnificence of echelon square, which can be 

seen from East Beira Lake.

to

L.

(Fig 37): Development - isolate buildings

The presidential secretariat stands in dignity in Galle Face Lake and some hotels and 

the Colombo rowing club are some of the few buildings benefiting from the scenic

potential of the lake.
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The scenic beauty is enhanced in south West Lake mainly by the 'Seema' Malakaya
and the institutional buildings designed responding to the water body. The reflections 

of the built fabric on water surface during both day and & night enhances the scenic 
potential of the area. To experience the water body provided the paved area with built- 
in seats near the South West Lake. But accordance security problem of present
situation, the people not stay and experience the water.

The small island created the sense of the space and treated as gathering space. Apart 
from all, the lake is the most incompatible environmental hazard in the city in 

generating enormous issues for the public health and for the livability of the city.

(Fig 38): Night views surround south West Lake

4.5 Environmental factors

4.5.1 Physical Environment

City of Colombo and has a highly urbanized catchments of 448 ha that is mostly flat, 
with ground levels ranging from less than 1 m to 6 m above main sea level. The lake 

covers 65.4 ha and has a mean depth 012.0 m. It comprises four main basins the East 
Lake Is the largest and the deepest basin (43.2 ha, max depth of 5.6 m) while the other 
three basins are much smaller and shallower (total of 22.2 ha, max. depth) Beira Lake
experiences two monsoonal and two inter monsoonal seasons. These are the North 

East Monsoon (November to February) and the South West Monsoon (May to August).
Although the precipitation regime in the Colombo area is highly variable between and 

within years, the heaviest rainfalls usually occur at the beginning of the South West 
Monsoon (April to May), and Just before the North East Monsoon (September to 

October) These periods correspond to the time when most of the pollutants are 

the lake through storm water network. The driest are usually fromtransported to
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January to March and during July and August. During these months, evaporation 

usually intensified.

4.5.2 Biological Environment

Investigations on the biological environment of the Beira Lake were carried out as part 
of the Beira Lake Restoration Study (Roche & UDA, 1993) by reviewing the existing 

literature and by analyzing the data collected during the 1993 NBRO monitoring 

program. Five areas were investigated, namely phytoplankton algae, aquatic plants, 
benthic organisms, and fish and bird communities.

is

A noticeable result of the deterioration in the quality of Beira Lake water is the obvious 

reduction in the richness of the aquatic communities, indeed, the number of plank 

tonic, benthic and fish species present In Beira Lake has substantially decreased In 

recent decades. In 1970, fourteen general of algae including blue-green algae were 

present in the la and green algae were still well represented. In 1993, however, only 

two genera of blue-green algae flourished in Beira Lake. The presence of large 

concentrations of blue-green algae and their rapid growth as a thick surface mat 
contribute to change the characteristics of the water column by causing large 

fluctuations in dissolved oxygen levels, creating bad odors, changing the PH of the 

water.

4.5.3 Human Environment

Approximately 26 % of the Beira Lake catchment area is used for residential purposes 

where as commercial premises account for 15% and institutional premises (public and 

semi-public, educational, health, religious, etc.) occupy 8.5 %. However, in the Beira 

Lake core area approximately 67 % of lands mainly bordering the East Lake, the Galle 

Face Lake and the northern section of the West Lake are under Government 
ownership. Land use in these areas is mostly represented by public and semi-public 

institutions, defense establishments and warehouses.

Five (5) squatter settlements are located on the banks of Beira Lake. In 1993, there 

were 487 housing units providing shelter to 573 families for a total population S 2247 in 

these settlements. Human activities in the lake include subsistence fishing which is 

exclusively carried out by a small community of fishermen who live in the immediate 

vicinity of the Lake. The predominant fishing method involves the use of gill nets and 

cast nets operated from dug-out boats. Fishing operations are mainly concentrated in
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the East Lake and involve

include recreational and competitive rowing. The Sri Lanka Port Authority (SLPA) also 

Lake to bring small crafts from the port to their boat repair facilities along the 

East Lake. Finally, the Security Forces carry out some periodic patrols on the Lake.

c

up to 24 boats and about 50 fishermen. Other activities

The limited human activities that are currently taking place on the Lake should be 
reviewed within the overall objective of the waterfront redevelopment plan. The 

presence of activities such as the artisanal fishery industry provides a distinct cultural 

identity to the Beira Lake waterfront and could be better exploited in the development 

of the Plan, The development and reinforcement of activities such as rowing would 

certainly represent a pole of attraction and thus contribute to familiarize the public with

the Lake which they do not know. However, the implementation of environmental 

restoration works is a pre-requisite to any development of water activities.

4.5.4 Visual Environment

Conveniently located in the heart of the Colombo commercial district, Beira Lake could 

represent one of the important scenic assets of the City. A tour of the Lake at different 

periods of the day is a convincing way to discover the scenic potential of the Beira. The 

New ‘City profile which can be seen from East Beira Lake is highlighted by the 

magnificence of the Echelon Square Towers. The Colombo Ramada Hotel and the 

Colombo Rowing Club are some of the few buildings benefiting from the scenic 

potential of the Lake. These buildings are also aesthetically pleasing when seen from 

the Lake. A few modern buildings located on the South West Lake have exploited the 

scenic potential of the Lake. The Seemamalakaya Temple constitutes a major 

landmark in the area and enhances the scenic potential of the South West Lake.

However, in most areas of Beira Lake, rows of buildings, mostly mundane and often 

squalid, have combined with boundary walls to form an almost continuous visual 

barrier around the Lake. Instead of developing its waterfront, Colombo has literally 

turned its back on the Lake which is now relegated to a backyard status. A good

example of this situation is the beautiful lakefront facade of St-Joseph College which is 

being hidden by the construction of a structure that does not fit in well with the oldnow
architecture of the College. Another good example is the construction of the Exhibition

Centre located on Wijewardena Mawatha which did not consider exploiting the long 

stretch of waterfront by opening up the Centre on the Lake. Instead, long stretches of
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the East Beira are used for warehouses and boat repair facilities which contribute to 
limit the number of view points from which the Lake can be seen. At numerous spots, 

the untidy shores are used for garbage disposal. This is especially true along the 
shanty settlements which are also discharging raw sewage into the Lake.

Development of tall buildings aligned parallel to the Lake should be avoided. Although 

Beira Lake has reached an extreme state of environmental degradation, the limited 
number of view points existing around the Lake has contributed to limit the awareness
of the population concerning the situation. A regular maintenance of the shoreline and 

better landscaping would certainly help limit the use of the waterfront as a garbage 

disposal site the artisanal fishery industry that is taking place on the Lake and the 

aquatic bird life both could be used as poles of attraction on the Lake.

a

The Beira Lake Restoration-Study (Roche & UDA, 1993) provides a detailed Action 

Plan for the improvement of the scenic potential of the Lake.

4.5.5 The landscape context

Certain aspects shape the landscape of Urban Colombo. It’s coastal location, along 

with the a typical landform, the climate and weather patterns which contribute to a 

distinctive vegetation, the change in the vegetation itself with its natural succession 

arid human intervention, all contribute to the fabric of Colombo, The spatial conditions 

created by landform and vegetation shaped by weather have allowed for human 

settlement and its attendant access ways, structures and man-made features.

4.5.5 Landform analysis

One such aspect is that being on a coast-line; the natural formation of primary and 

secondary dunes with a typical back-bay is evident. Shaped by nature first and then 

transformed by Man, the rises in the landform parallel to the coastline are still in 

evidence; the area covered by the Beira Lake (formerly a marsh) was the typical back- 

bay until inundated by the Portuguese to form a lake.

The landform has been appreciated and exploited by successive settlers, the potential 

of promontories and hills, so few in an otherwise flat landscape, being unutilized (e.g. 

Hulftsdorp Hill, the Port, and Mount Lavinia).
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(Fig 39): vegetation around the Lake

4.5.7 Vegetation

Yet another aspect is that the character of Colombo and the influence of its successive 

inhabitants are reelected in its vegetation. The type of vegetation and its disposition 

have cha vastly over the last century.

From coastal coconut plantation and Back Bay marsh plants the area quietly changed 

sporting the large Tamarind and diminutive Suriya favoured by the Dutch. 

Subsequently, this gave way to the cinnamon plantations and grand exotic flowering 

trees fancied by the British. Many of these plants of occidental tropical origin were 

experimented on, at the first British sponsored botanic garden located originally at Kew 

road on the edge of the Beira. Recent nationalistic fervor resulted in the planting of 

indigenous trees only. While this was a commendable idea, the conditions in and 

around the Beira Lake area, as well as introduced planting becoming naturalized, did 

not support the use of such planting to the exclusion of introduced plants. The 

Plurneria'.s (frangipani, temple flower) was considered as indigenous although 

introduced many years previous to the British introductions.

The high degree of insulation and humid conditions prevailing from March to July 

demands that many shade trees be incorporated into the areas for human use. Sri 

Lankan, like other people of the tropics would rather rest under shade than in the sun, 

especially at the low elevations such as Colombo. Deterrents to sitting outdoors under 
shade trees area possible bird droppings and the fall of messy fruit, both of which may 

be alleviated by careful selection of trees.

4.5.5 Features of human settlement

functional centre of commerce coupled with a comfortableThe requirement for
environment for habitation spurred the British to develop Colombo in a manner to serve 

The spatial conditions created by landform and vegetation was exploited

a

both needs.,
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for urban requirements. The overlay of transport networks (by land and water), the 
concentrations of buildings for different purposes and the continuity of the linking open

recreational spaces contributed to translate Sir Patrick Geddes’ garden city” concept 
into reality.

The working population and other occupants contribute as the major population than 

residential population. Situation closer proximity to the heart of Colombo and its 

functional viability as a highly urbanized area is the key factor to this situation. In recent 

times the pressure on the land for buildings has reduced the extent of open area. This 

has led to the Beira Lake (particularly East Lake) being nearly screened from view for 

most of its waterfront perimeter. This in turn has virtually precluded accessibility of the 

waterfront to the public both physically and visually. Thus, in a city which encourages 

development it is desirable that the buildings around the waterfront should optimize the 

plot coverage such that the balance of open space to plot coverage allows for wide 

areas of open space which may link other parts of the city.

4.5.9 Attitude to the landscape

Socially, this was acceptable to those who appreciated the life-styles of the colonial 

rulers and Galle Face Green was graced by many people who enjoyed the promenade, 

breezes and social contact that accompanied an outing at this, and many other such 

recreational open spaces.

However, to a section of the population a water body was considered utilitarian rather 

than a recreational element. Thus many households turned their backs on the water, 

whether sea, river or man-made lake. The Sri Lankan life-style was such that no part of 

it could be compartmentalized and termed as chores or recreation, the intricate web of 

activities defied definition into compartments and thus the elements of the surrounding 

landscape was treated as such-part and parcel of day-to-day life.

Colombo is now very much more cosmopolitan. The influence of the life-styles of the

Portuguese, Dutch, British, Malay, and Indian is richly mixed with the indigenous, multi

ethnic Sri Lankan life styles. Moreover the influence of the life-styles of the large 

expatriate population and of Sri Lankan's who have been exposed to living conditions 

vast array of countries around the world have changed the attitude to the

Thus, a variety of attitudes prevail, none of which are totally detrimental to

use of
in a

open space
the landscape, and many of which are beneficial.
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The only constant factor is th climatic conditions of high insulation, gentle breezes,
ry periods of high humidity. It is this factor which largely influences the use of 

public open space.

e

Most naturally ventilated buildings, particularly in the traditional
styles encouraged a strong outdoor - indoor relationship, whatever their functional use. 
However, the modem high-rise artificially ventilated (air-conditioned) buildings separate 

outdoor use from their indoor functions more positively. In a Sri Lankan context of 
its year-round spring/summer conditions the psychological call of the 

outdoors is very strong. The swaying trees, clothed in soft or bright colors, the sense of 

freedom and leisure is irresistible given a well-cared for landscape.

climate with

In the outdoors however, shade is a must, a shield against the direct rays of the sun 

and an umbrella against the lighter showers of rain. Other than for air-conditioned 

spaces, well-organized and maintained outdoor spaces are much appreciated by Sri 
Lankan and foreigners alike.

4.6 Master plan - Potentials and constraints of the Beira Lake core area

The Beira Lake Core Area is the focal point for the rebirth of public interest in 

Colombo’s waterfront; the district offers unparalleled opportunities for a variety of new 

developments. The magnitude of the development opportunities in the Core Area 

cannot be overstated.

The entire Core Area has substantial development potential for housing, offices, 

retailing, and other commercial uses and recreation. For the evaluation of development 

opportunities, the area can best be analyzed in terms of 15 prime sites, each site 

presents a somewhat different set of opportunities for development which is fully 

described in the Master Plan document.

The Beira Lake Core Area occupies an ideal location for residential, administration, 

commercial and recreational development; however the access to and from the area 

may act as a constraint. To connect the waterfront to the City Centre a number of 

major streets should be improved; however accessibility to other areas of the City 

links. Within the area there are opportunities for improving publicrequires new
transportation. The development potential of the Core Area is related to its location, the 

physical form of the land and the water’s edge, the character of existing buildings and

These factors will determine the general nature of newpublic infrastructures, 

development in the area. Economic conditions are another aspect affecting the
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P the development of the new lake front development. The ultimate
pment potential of the Core Area will only be realized if sufficient demand is 

available to support this growth.

Extensive redevelopment of th

transportation system. Environmental conditions of lakes may provide an opportunity 

for development as well as limit certain uses. In most instances, environmental goals 

can be achieved through restoration of water quality and thoughtful design.

Finally, legal issues of ownership and public regulations must be carefully considered 

to achieve the Core Area’s development potential. At present, there is considerable 

public interest and enthusiasm about the City’s urban waterfront. Several assumptions 

underlie the City’s belie that current interest in the waterfront will grow and eventually 

sustain large scale redevelopment. There will be continued availability of waterfront 
land for different development activities. Public concern for the environment will 
continue to lead to significant improvements in air and water quality thus making the 

waterfront a more attractive place to be. There will be increased public demand for 
recreational opportunities which are close to home and there will be increased demand 

for such activities from foreigners wishing to optimize the time of their stay and high 

cost of travel.

Waterfront will require improvements to the existing

The needs associated with boating activities, housing, recreation and trade for 
waterfront land must be examined within their waterside context: not all land uses need 

to be or should be accommodated within the Core Area. For example, enhancement of 
economic development is of the highest priority throughout the waterfront area and this 

goal may be accomplished in different ways. At some sites, for example, the portion of 
the land is reserved for boat-related industry or for the army; however, it may be better 
suited for tourism, business activities, neighborhood shopping and recreational 
activities, all of which would generate new job opportunities.

Another consideration to be noted is that the long-term development potential of 
waterfront lands may be different from current use. Several sites in the Core Area, for 
example, will continue over the next few years to be used for present activities. But 

next few decades, their use will necessarily change, reflecting the growing

demand for business activities, housing 

Area development.

over the
or recreational opportunities within the Core
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4.6.1 Specific Objectives

The lakes have shaped the urban form of Colombo 

City's economic growth by enabling it to become
manufacturing. Thus, in the future the lakes should be an important source of 
employment and recreation for many residents and visitors and should be a dominant 
physical feature for numerous neighborhoods.

4.6.2 Several goals have been established 

Master Plan

These lakes have also shaped the 

a centre of commerce, trade and

to guide the preparation of the

Ensure the full development of the Beira Lake Core Area;
2. Reinforce the Core Area’s economic vitality;
3. Promote the growth of Business Districts;
4. Ensure an efficient traffic system;
5. Improve the quality of residential neighborhoods;
6. Develop Core Area tourist attractions;
7. Enhance the historical value of buildings and sites;
8. Protect the natural elements and control environmental problems.

1.

In order to achieve this overall purpose, the Master Plan will address specific 

objectives:

Promote optimum utilization of lands around the Lakes’ water bodies (parts 

of Beira Lake referred in this report as the Lakes);
Control activities causing environmental degradation and pollution of the 

Lakes;
Improve
conservation of the natural environment,
Provide public access to the Lakes and recreational facilities in and around 

the Lakes for the local and tourist population (6 to 12 c reserve of waterfront 

without construction);
Facilitate the view/visibility of the Lakes by preserving or creating “windows” 
or vistas in between or through buildings, walls, bridges and fences;
Create economic and employment generating activities especially for the

local population.

the aesthetic quality of the built-up environment arid the
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The Master Plan for the Core Area is intended to 

convey to the citizens of Colombo 

be, and second to outline how this visi

guide for the regulation of private development. The Plan will also offer 
guidance to other public agencies involved in 

development.

n Colombo

serve two purposes. First, it is to
a vision of what the future of the Core Area should

on can be achieved. When adopted, this Plan

making decisions relating to waterfront

The Plan has both strategic and physical components. Strategically, the Plan provides 

set of policies to guide future development in a manner that is consistent with overall 

City goals and objectives. Physically, the Plan makes specific land 

design recommendations. However, the precise design and the timing of actual 

projects are left to the marketplace. At such time when the r arises and funds become 

available, implementation will occur. The Plan’s guidelines include activities proposed 

for the Core Area and the physical forms they will take, as well as the process by which 

these recommendations may be implemented.

a

use and urban

The Master Plan offers Colombo the rebirth of the Core Area as a place for 

sophisticated business and life. The goal for the Core Area is to create a place to live 

and work, to shop and dine, to be entertained and to have fun. This plan recognizes 

the magnificent amenity afforded by the water, and the development proposed by this 

plan is designed to take fun advantage of this natural asset.

There are a number of major conceptual elements of the plan which follow directly from 

the goals and objectives

Provide enough opportunity to develop a powerful Business Centre;

Focus the Core Area development on the Lakes;
In keeping with the water focus, the existing piers will be used to develop the 

new

Activities;
Beira Place and the Business Convention Complex, centre of the Master Plan

for
East Beira Lake, will also focus on the waterfront;
Foster the quality of new and existing residential neighborhoods;

Reinforce the relationship between the new development along the waterfront 

and commercial core and residential communities of the City Centre; 

the Core Area a unique attraction for tourists.
Make
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General Con
l - v* *

4.7 cepts of planning

The planning concept for the Core Area i

Provicfe enough opportunity to develop

Although the Core Area will be developed at a high level of intensity, the scale of

e opment will be one of contrasts. Development will range from family townhouses 

to residential and commercial towers.

s composed of seven basic elements

4.7.1
a powerful Business Centre.

(Fig 40): Night views towards the city

The towers will serve to define the limits of the Core Area, and the scale of these 

structures will respect the existing buildings in the surrounding area, especially the Old 

Parliament situated to the north of Galle Face Lake. The Plan proposes urban design 

standards intended to promote a high quality in the new development. These urban 

design standards are intended to address a number of concerns including scale of 
development, orientation, rhythm, buffers, use of existing piers and facade 

preservation. The principle for the entire Core Area is also to convert several large 

industrial and commercial buildings to new uses where appropriate. The sites around 

the East side of East Beira Lake will be developed as a mixture of office, retail, housing 

and hotel; the piers will also serve as a place for public activity.

Around West Lake and South West Lake most of the development will be new 

mixture of different-use towers designed to capture the tremendous views of the ocean 

and the lakes will be built, along with a much lower scale complex on lands adjacent to

the lakes.

. Here, a
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4.8 Focus the Core A
1 Colombo

rea development on the Lakes.

New housing and commercial buildings win ba desi 
views. Buildings with fe
views oriented to the water's
buildings will be sited towards the city and will be able to take advantage of the 

dramatic ocean and City views afforded by a higher elevation.

gned to take advantage of the lake 
wer than five floors will be sited dose to the lakes and will have

edge. Residential towers and high-rise commercial

Although the Plan 

towers and a
proposes the construction of several residential and commercial 

substantial number of lower scale buildings, the views of the water from 

the City Centre will be preserved and enhanced to the greatest degree possible and 

sensitive to the water’s edge.

4.9 In keeping with the water focus, the existing piers will be used to develop 

the new activities.

The eastern and the western edge of Beira Lake, due to their built-up and natural 
heritage, will be developed as hard landscaping on the east side and as soft 
landscaping on the west side. The existing warehouses of some piers will be converted 

into housing units. One of the principal attractions of housing on the piers will be the 

magnificent views offered by the waterfront location and the use of the lake for 
recreation.

Where they are unsuited for residential conversion, new development will consist of a 

mixture of uses, open space and parking. The reuse of numerous existing buildings will 
preserve some of the historical character of an urban lake front.

Quality of new and existing residential neighborhoods4.10

There are a number of opportunities for the construction of new housing. New high-rise 

development is recommended for the site around West Lake. About two 

housing units could be developed in this area, while a mixture of new 

space and parking is proposed for other small site. The 

residential neighborhoods and buildings will also be 

Most of these units should be rehabilitated where possible with retail use

residential 
thousands
townhouses, retailing, open 

rehabilitation of existing

encouraged, 
on ground floor and residential use above.
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relationship between 

commercial core and residential

?rr

4.11 Reinforce the 

waterfront and the 

Centre.

the new development along the 

communities of the City

As a result of this plan, the City Centre will expand to the 

will develop into a major business centre, 
and Commercial uses will be
integrated with the City Centre if it is to become economically

Access within the Core Area must be improved 

development. Improving access to the road network serving the Core Area requires the 

completion of the many connections especially west-east connections. New North 

Road Bridge (by pass road) and south Foot Bridge will improve the access to the Core 

Area and link it with the city; both will be developed with a mixture of uses on piers and 

at the waters edge and on the adjoining land.

water edge. The Core Area
where offices, housing, hotels, institutional 

constructed. This new business centre must be
vital.

to serve the proposed new

The development of the Central Waterfront will also require improved public pedestrian 

access to and within the district. The access to the water will be a major part of all new 

development, capitalizing on the recreational opportunities offered by the lakes.

A public parking facility will be needed to serve Core Area and measures to meet the 

increased parking demand will be adopted. These could include construction of new 

parking open spaces, parking under new constructions and conversion of some 

existing buildings into storied garages where appropriate. Regular bus service must be 

increased and special transit service during special events and night time instituted.

4.12 Make the Core Area a unique attraction for tourists.

The recreational opportunities of the waterfront will be exploited not only for the benefit 
residents but also to attract waterfront visitors. Tourists will be invited toof the new

experience this unusual urban waterfront environment and also to take part in unique 

lake front acMies. Mracting tourists to the waterfront and Integrating this newly
city Centre and the rest of Colombo will require improved

developing area with the 

transit and pedestrian accessibility.
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and pedestrian links fr 
Boat terminals will be d 

will be part of the new

n Colombo

om the adjacent communities to the waterfront will be enhanced, 
eveloped to provide active utilization of the lakes 

resort area.
. One marina

From these, a number ofrecommendation SPeCifiC plan objectives were established and detailed
. 6 ^en ^sloped, the Core Area will result in the construction

of many housing and office units and the creation of 
business centre. Illustrates

a major new commercial and
vision of how this development might appear when 

completed and how it could take place over time.
one

Colombo will have one of the strongest and most dynamic commercial core districts in 

the country. The City will be pursuing development of the retail and office centre in 

conjunction with the Commuter Connection.

The City has the opportunity to radically reshape the form of Colombo. The successful 
development of the Core Area as envisioned by this plan will influence the 

development pattern of Colombo City for the next decades. The implementation of the 

recommendations found in this Plan requires both public and private actions, to ensure 

that the private development meets the City’s overall goals and objectives for the Core 

Area, public regulations must be adopted. In some instances, this may require that 
existing regulations be amended in order to reflect changing public priorities for use of 
the land and water resources. General legislation should be adopted declaring water in 

the core area public.

4.12.1 Site development plans

The Beira Lake was created artificially by building a well spilling into the sea at the 

Northern tip of Galle Face Green building up a height of 6 feet above mean sea level, 
This resulted in the formation of a sprawling system of lakes starting from Galle Face 

Lake the long West Lake connecting onto the Southern most South-West Lake, and 

Eastwards via a canal to the large Expanse of East Beira Lake. It is this East Beira 

Lake that the British used as the rnodad transport tor the shipment of Tea

port was for the Barges to pass through the McCallum Locks into 

ff-load directly onto the ship. This was a very efficient andThe final stage of ex 

the main harbor and o
economical method of exporting ^ ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ majn use of the |ake

Coconut together with spices a actjvjtieSi inC|Uding locating boat-building
was economic, and it was use Rage j 61

Island's main products of Tea, Rubber and
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yarts. Factories Indudlng
largely for convenient warehousing.

exercise is to turn Colombo into

, wood working, soap manufacture, and

The main 

central attraction. a water-front city using the Beira Lake as a

A series of Public-activity 

network of Pedestrian 

network starting from Galle Face Green.

area are proposed along the shore-line, connected by a 
ways and Water-Bus Links. These links are arranged in a

4.12.2 Development guidelines

Master Plan presents development guidelines concept consisting of 4 features: 
uses, urban design feature, environment and landscape aspects, 
transportation aspects. This last component is presented n the next chapter.

The

and traffic and

4.12.3 Uses

The Core Area offers 15 prime sites to redevelop. Each site has the potential to 

become a unique community. In addition to the proposed dominant use and other 
authorized uses, each site should be designed to include centers devoted to public 

use, such as open spaces or recreational facilities, or both.

The tendency is to provide as many mixed uses as possible where appropriate. New 

development in the Core Area will be designed so that buffers are created between
uses. In addition, features to buffer newliving and working spaces and transportation 

traffic noise from bridge connection will be designed into the new development. These
and physically separate differing land uses where this isbuffers will visually 

appropriate.

4.12.4 Urban design feature

Scale development.

intense way; consequently, towers are 

close to the lakes are recommended as
will be developed in anNumerous sites

recommended for these sites. The zones 

duster ot low arid mid-rise „
The seal® of development will tap©r to the 

areas and the scale of new
waterfront. These will clearly

development. Page | 62
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4.12.5 Orientation,

The primary orientation
lakes in order to take toll ad»r^m^"’U9h0',t 
water edge and high-ri

the area should be toward the
r visual assets. While all structures at the

nse structures throughout the area will have a full view of the 

lake should be 

or other activity areas. The ocean 
as a visual element in the setting of buildings and other key

corresponding lakes, low and
oriented toward inner courts, small public pla^T ^ ^ ^ 

should also be considered
design features.

Visual corridors also require protection and
designed in such a way as to avoid blocking valuable views. Visual corridors 

some cases, be enhanced by new development new buildings can help to frame 

particularly attractive views. In other locations, new buildings or activities can 

punctuate and focus visual corridors.

emphasis. Mew buildings should be
can, in

4.12.6 Existing structures

Among the existing stock of piers, buildings and others structures are a number of 
constructions which have potential for rehabilitation and adaptation to uses other than 

those for which they were originally designed. In the case of several warehouses, the 

spacing between architectural elements, bay width, floor to ceiling clearances and 

clerestory features typically enhance this potential for residential, commercial and 

Restoration of these buildings and other nautical details will preserveaccessory uses, 
the historical character of the area.

edge on the East side of Beira Lake has a pattern of rhythm established by 

the solid structures of the warehouses end the voids through which . view of the water
of piers and their buildings should preserve this rhythm.

The water’s

is provided. The re-use
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4.12.7 Environment
Colombo

Cbapte if

and Landscape Aspects

The Plan will encourage, improve 
integrating the main historical, 

purpose will be planned with

end provide a public system of green spaces 
ultural and natural heritage. A sophisticated trail for this 

priority for pedestrian public 

narrowness of water banks is
use and many water 

a constraint, we propose 

on stilts. All the existing bridges and wall barriers 

opened and their aesthetic image should be improved.

connections. Where the

considering the construction of links
toward the water should be

m-i®r.V
t-

" ■*
y Oj

ifftv CV-AvAi \s &Sy,*SJkI •! If! 7•JB-im. a \-

j.

(Fig 41): Water accessible spaces

At the present time water quality is very poor in the lakes and due to this fact it cannot 
support. Swimming and recreational fishing and other recreational activity in the Core 

Area, except on a small scale pleasure boating. In future decades, the quality of the 

water will be improved substantially and will heighten the demand for recreational 
access to the water and will open up new opportunities for development. The City 

should encourage these uses as a way to continue to support the development.

around the Lake(Fig 42): haphazard Development
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4.12.8 Environmental feat
ures of disliked places

Disliked elements Expressed reasons for 

Disliked

1- Back sides of the 

shops and garages

2. Dirty areas

3. Notmaintain properly

4. So much congested

Interpretation

A. Abandoned 

warehouses near the 

Wijewardana

old

Industry 

upkeep congested

poor
D.R

Mawatha

B. In front of the central

mail exchange
1. full of shanties

2. Dirty by garbage 

dispose ling

3. No any respondent to 

the lake

poor upkeep 

congested

C. In front of the Excel

world premises

1. No any respondent 

-to the lake

2. Dirty

poor upkeep 

congested

1. Very dirty

2. Crowed shanties

3. Garbage collected

4. No any 

-maintenance

5. No any despondent 

-to the lake

D. Areas along Vauxhall 

street poor upkeep 

congested

(Fig 43):
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4.12.9 Future condition

Oiuuy ■

Existing project proposals for development
with water body

4.13 Potential to developing as an

as restorations of spatial entities integrated

urban waterfront

developments. The magnitude the development opportunities in the city cahoot 
be overstated.

■ The Beira Lake i

new

- To plan waterfront edges with emphasis

cultural uses for pedestrians and improved public facilities and infrastructure to 

support work/live/play urban lifestyles.

■ As indicated in the use map of Beira Lake core area, the existing road network 

creates boundaries for the Beira Lake. This issue can be taken as a primary 

factor in identifying nodes of Interchange. Existing water body within city limits 

should not be catered as a barrier for development and further extension. 
Rather it should be catered as an element which integrates the city.

on recreation, entertainment and

■ The development potential of the lake area is related to its location, the physical 
form of the land and the water’s edge, the character of existing buildings and

newpublic infrastructures. These factors will determine the general nature of 
development of area. Economic conditions are another aspect affecting the

potential for the development of the new lake front.
■ Environmental conditions of lake may provide an opportunity for development

In most instances, environmental goals can beas well as limit certain uses.
achieved through restoration ot water quality and thoughtful design.

. Public concern for the environment will continue t. lead to significant 
improvements in air and water quality thus making the waterfront a more

high cost of travel.
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(Fig 44): Beira Lake Rest
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4.13.1 Project proposals

1. Beira place

Lake andextreme north point of East Beira
as roving club on south-west and

■ The site is located at the
surrounded by major existing attentions

north-east side. Furthermore the Mccalum lock gates at
Exhibition centre on 

this location
are an important historic landmark,

focal public point of development such 

and enough space to provide major open

as
ideal location for a 

restaurant etc
■ This site is an 

commercial uses, 

space.
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' ln th's project the
integrate the lake in to the city. there 

Colombo city, the Beira Lake with th

4.13.2 Lake side Town 

Proposed location of the Lake side Town.

site has great opportunity to create a strong visual link to 

can merges the major water body of
ecity.

■ The site is 

South
bounded by Malay Street and Vauxha Street to the West 

respectively to the North East by Beira Lake and close proximity to 

existing, local, industrial working place.
The site can allow an integrated comprehensive mixed

and

use development
such as urban residential area integrated with open spaces and natural 
landscape.

■ Remove the shanty dwellers and the existing open space provides an 

opportunity for combine both of public and water space.

4.13.3 Blue and Green Zone

£
South West Lake

Island

(Fig 45): Map South West Beira Lake Seemamalaka

(Fig 46): Areal view of South West Beira La
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Proposed location of the Blue and G

• The site surrounds South west Lake ^ - k
Mawatha, Perahera Mawath n d 'S bounded by Sri- Jemes Peris

Eastem, Southern and NorthernsWenespecKvity1

proposed as Blue and Green Zone with

reen Zone

The location around the 

recreational facilities.

ocal points of South West Lake, the island and Seemamalakaya gain a 

character for the site and provide

body.

■
lake is

positive opportunity to respond to the water

Galle Face Green4.14

The Galle Face Green is a promenade which stretches for half kilometer along the 

Cost in the hart of financial and business district o Colombo, Sri Lanka. The

Promenade was initially laid out in 1859 by the British Governor of Ceylon, Sir Henry 

Ward, and was also used for horse racing. The Galle Face Green is a 5 hectare ribbon

strip of land between Galle Road and Indian Ocean which is now the largest open 

space in Colombo. This is a popular destination for children, vendors, teenagers, 

lovers, merrymakers and all those who want to indulge in their favorite pastimes next to 

the sea under the open sky. On Saturday and Sunday evenings, the land is busy with 

day trippers, picnickers and food vendors. The Galle Face Green is administered and 

maintained by the Urban Development Authority of Sri Lanka.

Btrasr
Si

• •ggsai:i:m
■!•ss fi

ip**

i
...£ immijijs. f

; v,
v-.t:- & &

d surrounding
(Fig 47): Galle Face Green an
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4.14.1 Potential to developing
8San urban waterfront

The Galle Face Green is the focal 
of Colombo. There i 
Because of the

IS areato P°'nt ** th® h6art 0f financial
greater potential for devel 

targe number of hotek h
around the Galle Face. Due to dm , . °th®r commercial activities scattered 

demand forwateds edgea and *" - **

time of their stay and high

and business district 
°ping this site as a recreational zone.

gners wishing to optimize the
iarn=»»tinn »nt«r+ • St A,so waterfront edges with emphasis on

recreation, entertainment and cultural
uses for pedestrians and improved public

facilities.

4.14.2 Project proposal - Recreational waterfront

• The green belt of the commercialized Colombo city merges both of city and 

water body a one unit.

• in this project the water front edge with emphasis on recreation, entertainment 
& cultural uses.

• And revitalize the lakes & beach front environment for pedestrians.
• Create new land banks for development & revitalization of the water edge to 

form the water front city image.
• Develop street block plan at Galle road & Marine Drive for shopping & 

Recreation Belt.
• In this project the site has great opportunity to create a strong visual link to 

integrate the sea in to the city. There fore the large surface of water body Colombo 

city. The Galle Face merges with the city.

4.15 Future proposals for Beira -

d Goethe Institute inter nations Colombo -Sri Lanka.
By Dieter Magnus an

run: saving orain addressing what counts in the long
for the people. Galle face Green is not

by the way this space has been adopted

“This Colombo project is ag
for breathing spaceregaining city areas 

enough- this is what the people tell u
crowded.”

. Good
s

space, fresh air, but over-
(Dieter Magnus)
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4.15.1 Urban Green and Urban Culture

What was. what is and what could be -

Objective - Town planning game and 

area between Beira Lake and harbor

Concept - Green city Challe

master plan study Revitalization of an urban

nge and Waterscape Network Colombo.

I„ the « European ctes, so many ^ ^ as — ^ ^

»,rn,n their inner penmeters placed great emphasis on designed streets, avenues 

with rows of trees, squares as meeting pates for festivities or parts for recreation as a 

way of all day quality of life. For a long time the modem land-con summing city did 

without the perceived luxury of city squares, and many old squares became victims of 

traffic and were turned into car parks. In Colombo, once admired as a garden city, so 

many avenues lined with trees and home gardens have disappeared, advertising 

boards substituting nature. Beyond disciplines and borders, on a regional as well as an 

international level, the new tasks need to be discussed, taught and developed. The aim 

is to learn from the mistakes of the past, to reduce space-consuming vehicular traffic, 
to oppose further destruction of nature, to for emulate new priorities for winning back a 

human scale, and to emphasize the regional cultural heritage which re-introduces a 

sense of identity into urban design.

Maintaining and regaining the ecological fundamentals of life is one of the most
It means much more than regularly calling to save theimportant tasks of our time, 

rainforests or turning a blind eye to self inflicted environmental problems at home and 

view to the problem of an intensifying consumption of 
concentrating the population of cities and increasing the

is becoming more and more important This leads to a series of
, more leisure, less traffic with toxic waste and

in urban living spaces. With a

space at the peripheries,

green areas is 
interconnected effects: More recreation

noise.
and run-down parts of the cityalmost forgotten

Horate and develop quality of life and the 

an external effect. The Beira

resources,Colombo has got many 
whose renewal and revitalization coul

.This would have an internal as well a
is definitely one of these 

twork together with a cybernetic 

, new purpose. The consequent
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' * ‘ l o robe
ftirther development demands not only an 

many ideas and visions as possible for 

** benefit of Colombo and lnhabilante 

Therefore the master p,a„ ^ ‘

worked out by students of the Sri Lanka 

Institute of Architects with

official graduated plan but
also gathering as

a different 
very goodpoint of view would bed 

staring point.

(Fig 48): East Beira Lake

Manfred Broenner, the director of the Goethe Institute 

coordinating all sorts of events and meetings for town planning and town planning and 

culture In 2001, a conference was arranged entitled “City as Social Space, as well 
the preparatory workshop and planning game “Waterscape Network”. This brought 
together students of several universities about a forgotten and dilapidated part of the 

city s canal system.

has been creating and

as

.An important mode for work was 

the Green and Blue Plan of the 

Urban Development Authority with a 

projected new green axis system in 

the old town, and walkways around 

the two Beira Lakes, which are 

already under construction.

Grew

(Fig 49): Waterscape Network

v'fown Hall
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The design of an uninterrupted

d^A A ■ ^ d

•'Y;-green landscape from the <?
Beira

Lake to Galie faces Green and the 

sea, with new shady 

focal points and rest

1-U-

avenues, -■ l-

areas. The 
importance of an inspiring artistic 

design like a playground for 
children, water, cascades and

•I'_<r -#>v

\ 1 XftvA, v-

f mS •

water garden, stone arrangements 

the restoration and re-use of old 

buildings, such as the old 

houses, for exhibitions, flats, or 
parking facilities.

r*-

ware

(Fig 50): Down town green and blue plan
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CONCLUSION
Water is much cl

ous level of embryo posture in
purifies. almost eve„ cu h te —' —» -

Water is the ng as a purifier and as a symbol of purity, 
need of man, where there is no chance of 

association with water has naturally built 
customs, and rituals etc. around it with those special meanings

one of the most essential 
human existence in absence of it. This close 

up set of ethics,
were

given to water.

Ancient civilizations, the settlements were started by the river hank and it provided 
basic needs for human beings. Also acceding to Mahawansa, the Sri Lankan 

settlements were mainly based on water bodies up to last kingdom. Even during the 

colonial period this tradition of using water was took forward for different purposes as a
defense tool and as a transportation medium.

Water creates various emotions in human mind and various characters and moods in 

built environment. The water bodies varied form size, shape, location etc. finite and 

infinite water spaces help to create different moods in built environment. Also water 
fronts can be divided as rural and urban waterfronts. The water fronts in urban context 
plays a vital role to enhance the city image. Water space in this context becomes an 

extremely very important feature, where it is various living dimensions will have a 

remarkable impact on meeting the physical and psychological demands of people in 

urban lives.

In Sri Lanka, Colombo is the main developing city in Sri Lanka, which is the high 

degree of commercial development, can be seen. The major water fronts, which are 

Beira Lake and the Sea near the Galle, face Green in Colombo which helps to 

enhance the quality of city. The water bodies release the hardness of the urban
urban water front. Presently surrounding

area

and have great potential to develop as an
of the Beira Lake is not responded to the water and has an unpleasant existing

faced backwards; therefore the
area
environment. The existing building and spaces were

. Urban Development Authority has new
lake becomes an isolated and forbidden space

area of Beira Lake as an urban water front and also the 

recreational area withproposals to develop the
water front of Galle Face Green is to be developed as a

existing 

respect to adjacent area.
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Environmental features 

evaluative image of the
which were along the selected 

users of each waterfront 
along some selected water fronts in the Col
study because Colombo Is a city which Is to 

earned out by people from generatio 

image which exists as a

water ways and to find out 
This survey was only carried out 

ombo area. Colombo was selected for this
rmed and shape throughout its long history, 

n to generation. There for it is a city with a strong
on the othpr h hoi C°mP0SitiOn °f mapy historica' layers and movements, 

the other hand Colombo is the present commercial capta, of me Sn Lenka. Then

waterfronts were selected tor this study because, It is dear that the water bodies have 

very close relationship with the built environment. Colombo Is a city which Is enriched 

with number of water ways. Due to various reasons and short coming we have been 
failed in identifying and utilizing this vast potential of water bodies,

environment in resent past. But fortunately a new trend is seems to be immerging is 

identifying significance of water fronts in urban fabric. Because water ways 

bodies as the urban waterfronts have been provide opportunities to enhance the urban

with our built

and water

environment including the human development. We can get number of examples from 

European countries to prove It, as Ex. London has gain image through its respond to 

river themes, City of London has originated along the banks of the Thames and
expanded its development around the river.

Paris is a city which gains its identity and significant character through its relationship 

to a water body river Sein, Venice Italy Grand canal, and also Amsterdam mainly 

considering city water fronts in the world.

From these examples we can clearly see how these water fronts have been utilized, 
not only as a place for recreation or relaxation but also as a significant part of the 

urban built environment. The scope of this study was limited to the leftover spaces in 

an urban context. This study was further limited to selected urban water fronts in 

Colombo city, because the development of the waterfronts may indirectly benefit to

enhance the image of the city.

planners and decision makers, the study has given an important 
the already established theories and principles 

and principles should always be "testified’ in the
abdication of any given context. For that, it Is necessary to re align. To be mote people 

with the view to get the perception and thus the evaluative ,mag. of water
approach would be much more socially

For urban designers,
as an

insight; while they could use 

initial guide, the said theories

centered, 

fronts. A 

acceptable".

solution based on such an
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